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- In many Elizabethan plays the:r:e appear s.tage directions. 
calling for various shops,· tents, caves, and arbours. These 
direc~ion, coupled with the astonishing·repertorial rate 
-
.. of the Elizabethan companies, have led· scholars to conclude 
t~at·a _special playing area for interior scenes was an 
- i~ntegral part .of the Elizabethan public stage. Since many 
."" 
of these same --stage dj_rections also call for a curtain or 
. a ''discovery'', scholars of the late nineteenth and early 
~ ·. 
. 
tweritie·th centuries assumed that the Elizabethan public 
theatre had a curtained recess·in the tiring house wall 
and consigned all interior scenes to this upstage alcove. 
. ,. . 
However, starting about 1940, this __ theory came under attack,· 
' - . 
., 
for practical theatrical experiments showed that the a).cove ··, ,r 
;_ -
4 
re,.sulted in the interior action, whi·ch .was often climactic, 
... 
\ 
being_ too far removed from. the au.dience to be dramatically ,, 
effective .. · Since a standard space for interior scenes was 
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o:e the theatre saw that·· a,n outset boo.th and not a· recess :. ... ..,·, .. 
. ·). ( 
' 
. ·' 
.. was the only way 1to stage these scenes effectively.- . How- .. 
. . 
·.· ·.. e_ve~ .. , n~ne of these m_ore pr~g~at,ic men have .~dequa.t~ly . 
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examined the contemporary e"yidence pointing toward.a 
booth on the Elizabethan public stage. A rtfexamination 
.,_ 
__ of the stage directions, texts, woodcuts, allu~ions, and 
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alcove_shows-,-tha-t--a-reces/s is not_ necessarily indicated, 
I-n fact, this evidence points more towards a outset booth 
,~ than towards a recess. 
-<.: However, the exact physical dimen-
sions of the booth, its position on the stage, and the 
- ---
. . 
possibility·of ~ction . . 
on its top can only be conjec.t:ured. 
• 
Nevertheless,. a booth &ix b) six by six, positioned in 
II' 
front of ene of the stage doors, and with at least s~e 
scenes staged on\its top has the advantages of good 
sight lines, c~venience, and tradition. 
,/ 
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In .. ,many Elizabeth~an plays there appear stage directions 
ti 
• . 
. =- __ . _______ .. _ - calling f.or various shops, tents, caves; and arbours. These 
. 





direct ions, coupled with .. the ast.onishing repertorial rate 
,1 
' 
· 6£ the Elizabethart com~anies~ have led scholars to conclude 
. 
that a spe~ial playing area for interior scenes was an 
' 
-·integral p~rt of the Elizabethan public stage. Since many 
of these same stage directions also cal-l for a curtain or 
' . 
a ''discovery'', scholars of the late nineteenth and e-a:rly 
. . . 
twentieth centuries assumed that the 'Elizabetha~ public 
. " .. theatre had a curtained recess in the.tiring house wall 
- and c9ns igned all interior scenes to this upstage alcove. 
r 
However, starting about 1940, this theory came under a~.tack, 
. l,r . 
. ·for-practical theatrical experiments showed that the alcove 
.... 
resulted in the interior action, which was often- ,climac.~ic, 
fl 
being too far removed from the audience to be dramatically 
~ . 
·1 > 
effective. Since a standard space foi interior scenes was 
still needed,. a ~·· had t'o be found to bring th~space -~ 
·' 
l---'.--,------------'~-·--c.__l __ os·.er_ t.o. the._ audience. ____ The ___ re_syl_t ___ wa_~ __ !=_h_~_t. .. J?~c;l.~ti~c:il __ J!len. ____ _ 
\ 
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was the only way to stage these scenes effectively. How-
" \: 
ever, ·none of these more. pragmatic men have adequately .. 
I ~ • ' 
examined 
booth on 
the .contempo~ary evidence pointing toward ·a 
. . ' ' ' . i ·.~ 
'\ '/'I 
. . ~, 
th_e Elizabethan pub.lie stage. A r.eexamination .. 
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, of ·th~ stage. directi:011.s ,_.texts, woodcuts, allusions, and 
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alcove shows that a recess is :i;:i.ot necessarily indicated. 
" In fact, this· ev·idence 
) points more towards a outset booth 
I than towards a recess. However, the exact physical dimen-
sions of the booth, its position on the stage,- aµd the 
: possibility of action on its ~op can only be conjectured. 
Nevertheless, a bo_oth six by six. by six, positioned in 
f~ont bf one of· the stage doors, 4nd with at least some 
scenes staged on its top has the.aqvantages_of good 
,i sight .lines, convenience, and tradition. 
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In re·cent times scholars have posited the existence··-~ 
. ' -· . 
of some sort of framework on the Elizabethan public stage . 
.. r 
-
" . \ 
".; ,, '1 8.S a replacement. for the p·re\:rl.ously unquestioned alcove 
' 
····- ·---······- - -·---- _ .. ----er-··--.. ··--·-
'.\ 
;,: . 
~:: ·1 ( 
~,··::""' -
-":'- . 
or inner stage. However, _these critics, pr.incipally 
::· 
Reynolds; Nicholl, Nagler, Hodges, and_Hotson, have not· 
• exhausted all the ·evidence pointing toward the existence 
of such a framework.· Furthermore, th~y disagree on the 
. 
physical dimensions o! this framework and its p~sition on 
<-
I 
~-the, stage. My position in this paper is that this frame-
\ 
' I !) ~
wotk or booth was probably about six by six by six, and 
.. 
that it was placed in front of one of the doors.in the 
wall of .the Elizabethan theatre's tiring house. It is 
.• 
impossible to arrive at more than likelihoo~s and approxi-
mations in this study. The reason for this lack of 





.. , r. ., 
~.?" . . . 
In chapter one I will~discuss the major pieces of evidence 
tha.t are available to scholars in this field. Once the 
nature of the, evidence has been establish~d, I will 
devote·. the remainder. of the chapter to a discussion· of· 
~ 
. 
·th.ose. structural feature.s of, the Elizabethan stage vital 
I • I• 
. ·.• ' 
' ·•: 
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i'. _ ·____ .;- _ ~ to an analysis of the booth - the doors, the _ he·ight of.. _______ .. ____ .... _·_ _· ··-·--"- __ . ·---· · ___ · 
iiN·,~=-- · . · . 
-
, \\'•,.. ,.... . 
Yd1'··· 
:J."·;{,: "· !Sf/ ... · 
i~•_;i:.-: 
_<·····., the.~balcony and the dep~h of the stq.ge •. In chapter two,.·: 
,:.;.,·,. .. 
. . . I will. analyze the proof critics· have offered. f'or the -, ..... ·, 
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chapter three I will 
the booth and its position 
ey;idence presented the • in 











possible -dimensions '" 
, -": 
on the stage • in light 
first two chapters. 
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~ ,,,,.,.,,. -~~!.°;~ ,-i~~~cation of just how slippery ,evidence con9erning 
',,,f i. ·: '.', ' 
' . . . ' . 
' ' i' ·,;. 
·;,-, tl;le · Eliza.betn-~n public theat;re can be is ·see1p. by juxtaposing 




two engravings of Elizabethan -London that have survived. · 
,-· " 
-
-- -- -· ,,-..---------~---· 
... ' : . 
. •.,. " ··• .,,...,..,...,,.,..--•,•·-~--."'U""c .. n,..,, .. _..""".,_.,_, ,., _______ -_... --- . 
. .. - . - ····---- ----·~· ... _._ -·-'---------··-·--~-· -,-,·~ ......... 
: -'<· 
., .. 
While a-11 critics agree that most public --theatres were 
roughly circular, the Visscher ·engraving (1616) shows the · 
Globe quite cle·arly as a p~lygon;. on the other hand_, 
Norden's view of Bankside shows the same theatre as a 
' ,' 1 
ti;ue circle. Obviously, one of th·e two is .in error, or 
the artists are presenting'only a .. stylized picture. 
~ .. . 
\. . ' . 
When one turns to the: various ·pictures purporting to 
show the interior of theatres, which is the primary ~oncern 
.of this chapter, he finds that the problems of trustworthi-
ness are increased. Six pieces of evidepce have survived, 
I 
4 but in none of these is there clear~nd sufficient aut~ority • 
- . 
/· . 
.......... .. -,·---·------·---~---... - Only one pictorial representation of the interior o·f. 
a public theatre has been found. 2 John de Witt, a Dutchman, 
. ! 
vis.ited England about· 1596 and left a record of his impres-. 
-----
".. . . . . .•·.. . .. . . ,. ·,-• -
..... ---- -----· 
s ions in his Obs e-rvat iones Londinenses. His description 
:.~ •. 
of London theatres included a drawing of the interior of 
~. ~"~=~ 
--"""- . " 
' "" - .. . . .. 
---the Swan-·--·-· Un.fortunate.ly, .. de_.Wi_tt. ':s manuscript .was .lost,. ______ ·.·--~·-.-··-·--·-·<!J: 
- -~}:'._:. 
· and all th?t remains is ·a ·copy of. some of ·his observations, 
' . . 
• ,.· !'_,~ ~J ... ,'.:_ -· . 
. . 
\,' ,, .. 
and the drawing in the commonplace book of his schoolmate, 
I •: .'. 
,·: ~.·~· . 
' .. · ·-
..:.· .... 
....... : , .. 
11 I .. 
. ·-,.-,'' .: -·-. . ... 
~ : > ,r 
·-. .· ·. _I 
Arend van Buchell.-
.i: .'\ 
. - •. J. 
" fl> 
This history raises two vital. ''<iue-stions·. -
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First, ·dia·· de Witt draw the scene on the spot or from 
~emery? Second, How accurate is van Buchell's copy?. 
The_answer to the first is impossible to.determine since 
. , " 
- ·- . t-. . ~ \ 
6 
,. 
-de Witt's travels cannot be ac~urat~ly ~raced. 3 So far 
,,,_ ·---- ~- --··--· -·-·-·- ------
' \ 
.... -·-----···· ···--· · -as the second- is concerned, one can not ijave much 'faith 
r in the draughtsmanship of the author, for only a·cur~ory 
~: 
· ....... 
. . ·-~ 
·-
·-·~·-·· . --···--·· ------~-------·- ·---~--·,; 
-
t glance at the two stage doors and the vary~ng heights of······ 
the galleries as they mee_t tl)e tiring ho~se show.s just 
how primitive the perspective is in this picture .. · There-
fore, one cannot place.much credence in this drawing as 
evidence. Yet it is the-:-Only piece of pictor~al evidence 
J" from a contemporary source that has been thus far di~covered, 
and as C. Walter Hodges says, "If we differ from it (as 
·most. reconstructions do, to some extent.) .it can only be 
either·because we believe in the variability df._the play-
--
' houses one from another, or else because we consider the 
' 
picture faulty in_some detail or other in draughtsmanship."~ 




- --·--·- ~-------·· -~-... -· 
' 
. 
- . -· ----·-·--11.fa-
' 
---- orie -- another ·as wi11····be .seen in my "discuss'ion of the Fortune 
and Hope __ contracts, and, as ~enti.dned above, good draughts"" · 
mans.hip is sa41y lacking in this picture. · 
-- --- ----- ~~-
I.· 
The second and third ,pieces of pictorial evidence are 
,ct 
. '• the woodcuts on· the title -pages of·. The _ Trage~y ~f Messallina 
. - . ' 
.. 
. 
' .. : .(1640 and Roxana (1632). 5 · Both these cuts depict what 
. i . 
critics agree are indoor performances;. hence, there can'' be 
• " • • I( ,' ,.. 
, 
• . . . ! 
. -
. . ·.. . ··,:·.· .. >.:r/·. otily' a. tenµous co~nection with the • - I .. 
. 
. . . . ·. 
outd·.oor per£ 9rmaD:ces qf 
. • ! t · '1 , ~ 
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. i'. -•-1•" I 
the public· s~age. · Furthermore, stylization or .Perhaps· . 
• faulty draughtsmanship makes these pictu:res less than 
. 
trus~worthy as evidence. \. 
' , 
The. fourth piece of pictorial evidence, -the front·is-
7 
\ 
' . ... 





piec;e to The Wits; o~ _sp·ort Upon S-port · (16 72), is open ·to ----·-·--=~----~-~-- --
.. 
.. the same objections, _for it shows· an indoor performance -J_ • < • 
. ~ 
· and its pet'spective is faulty. 6 Furthermore, it is fr'om 
'• 
.the Restoration rather than the Elizabethan period . 
The last two pieces of pict;.orial evidence are the 
woodcuts on the title pages of Swenam, the Woman-Hater 
(1620) and The Spanish Tragedy (1633). The former purports · 
\\_ / 
to show the stage of the Red Bull theatre; but problems 
arise _from what i·t--does not show: most notably, ~he tree 
4< '7 . . 
• 7 
_ called for in the scene and any doors. Furthermore, 
Thorndike has discovered that the line placing this title 
page at the Red Bull was not added until 1809. 8 The 




.. --····· .. __ . __ .•.. .:. ..... · .. · -~::;_ -··-·-· ···- -
- --_- _, _____ ~-, ---:--·-- ---- ......... : trot -re pres en·t--. ariy pa.rt icu1ar -stage at al 1, f o·r there is -
. . ., 
" .. . . 
. ;., ., . . . ----"I' . 
.. • .• >· 
,, " 
----a--total lack of background. 9 · - - -------
, . 
In short, then, the best piece of pictorial evidence ) . 
showing the interior of a theatre seems to be the De Witt 
drawing, and even. this is open to grave reservations. 
. 
. The next two· pieces of evidence available to scholars ., -
' 
• r .. in this field are the contrac.ts with -the bui.lders of the ~ ,• L ', . - . 
. 




. provide ques.ti~nable: evid·en~e, for. t'l~.ey repr·~sent wha.t qre . _ 
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ieyed" to be ~typical playhouses'. 
... .,-. 
While engra\~ings and 
internal evidence from the plays establis~ that most 
' .; . -
- l. -··- '·:t pl~yhouses were roughly circular, the Fo~tune was rectangular~ 
?. 
-Sim:i..J:-a'tly, the Hope was unusual in having a -·:removal stage ,. ··· .··-~·-·-- · ---- -.. --... 
.', 
\ 
,_ "·--•---•--,-,, -··••-•-,---•' '•-- •.--- •, C ;,,, 
-- ~ and tiring hous~, whereas ·there is no direct evidence 
that other theatres incorporated this feature. Furthermore, 






these contracts do not really say much about the stage 
itself... Instead, the Fortune contract requires- "the 
saide Stadge .to be in all other proporcions contryved and-
r . f fashioned like- vnto the Stadge of the -saide Plaie howse , · 
~ 
called the Globe. 1111 Likewise, the Hope, except for the 
removable stage and tiring house, is to be b-uilt ''9£ 
-
suche large compasse, fforme, widenes, and height ·as the 
Plaie house called the Swan. ,,12 Hen~e, little ab'out the 
#>' 
' 
stage itself can be established from these contracts; 
however, they will be helpful later when.the height of 
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Since documentary and pictorial evidence is of 
-.- ... -- ----- '-'-------- - - --- -- -~------ ---'\,,------·-----
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questionable value, sch~lars are forced to use the plays 
_, i 
themselves, particularly the stage directions • ·Unfortu-
nately, critics basing their·arguments on the same direc-
tions have many times directiy contra~cted on another~· · 
. I ,}4 
' ~ . 




~-. . .......... - -- -·· .. . ..", 
• 
·_ '°ne· meaning. As early ·as 1.635·, Thorndike pointed this out·: ~- , . 
- . .... -.- -·· .. 
--- . -· -· -~-·-· ' - ....... . 
-
·~·· ... 
'-Enter 1 is oft-en used in a conventional way.· when 
· ' , a.Ctors were manifestly diso,overed. . . The terms .:'. 1• • . . ... ' . 
· · ··- _. .. · 
1 set forth,~ 'thrv..st out, \J'set out' applied to _ . . , . 
. . . .• . . .. ··•··· ... . beds arid· othe.r R~Operties are SQmetimes used merel:r .. ,· .. 
• 
1 
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., I . 
,. 
r~ferri~g ~o the- placing of p~6perties on the inner-
stage ~o be disclosed by 0 the opening of curtains ..• · 
In other cases, however, these conventionali.zed 













~_··-:-·-~-·-"··::-:----~~-- -.--_ s-even years before,
1 
a·arley Gra·nv_il~e-Batker h,fd pointed-·· -----~.----~---
... J 
·········.· ----,--=----.. -,.·--;-:--out another rea~on why .th·ese terms may be inconsistent: 





liking''; a stage direction ''may therefore contain niany 
\ . 
' 
reminders.to the actors of ~he meaning. or treatment of 
s_5:enes; and theSe may. be written in terms of effect. ul4 
"""=-.... . ) 
· In other words, ''if a character ap_peared on the pl~tfortn · 
,. " • l, 
holding a bo~k and candle he had 1enl:ered in his study 1 • 1115 
. . . 
' 
·, George Reynolds adds to G·ranville-Barker 's arguments when 
I 
. v 
?~estates that stage directio~· 
' . ' 
'I:\/ 
.. ,; may have been writt"en by o e or more of the following \ . 
-~ 
persons: the playwright, ~he stage manager, or an 
edi-tor prepar~ng ,the plays for readers o The play-
. wright, intent on his story, might very naturally 
phrase them in dramatic terms designating the bal-





stage -manager would ,trans late them in to theatrical - ---- ------------·--- -- -----
·-----·----1.4··----····--~-----------------·. -----·~-·---, .. -u ••• '"\--- -- .cac t The stage manager m1° ght not bother to rewri· te ~ 
' ' 
, .. / . 
r _, 
.. --.+ . 0 . . . --~,-- - --- ..... - ........... --- ---·--· .. -.-.. · 
~- ·· , .. ~--such ·directions, but if fie inserted any himself, · · · 
____ .would be likely to phrase them qui\~e practically; · · ~ _ 
· for .instance, Bussy Dambois, with nTable, chess-~ ----------
board, and tapers behind the arras vv some sixty lines. 
before they are needed leaves no doubt that table, 
~ chessboard, and arras were actually to be used·. . . 
An editor ... conceivably could -have inserted 
·~---.. ··------ ---.. -dramatic directions for the assistance "of readers.116 .. 
. . 





' ~ .. . t . 
"' t~t a play may h~~e be·en ,£roduced 
·'a ·ai: intervals· of quite a few years. 
. ' 
at different places and ' '. 
:,, 
. . ~ 
· In these --cases which 
·, .r-1 
',, . 
-.. - ......... -, 
. ' . ' . .. 
-. •. • • l 
l, 
performances ~do _th~ _s~age dire~ti·on .. ~, reflect?· . _l. ~,: 
. . ., . I'~. ' . . . . ' . • 
.. . . . . " ' ' . . \ ' ' . 
' .· , :, - If trying. to···establis·h~. the· .credibilit_y 6£ sltig·e ·dir~c~··· 
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.. · _the pl_ays themse1lves _ is, if anything, more -d~ngerous. · Many 
• &I \~), 
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critics~, most notably E. K. Chambers, have fallen into the 
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v· , . 
-;..,.- .... t'l:",o.-( } 





-:~ dialogue, it· does not necess,arily foNow that it is ph)rSi~S.llY - --~ f 
. . 
_ .. ....__.,..~-------~----~-- .. -··- - .... ------ .. 
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L - .. -
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present on the Stage~- In fact·, many .. times the,,characters.. . ....... _,. ____ ... _. ( 
, f 
•· -
."protest· too much.,'' 
.' ,.,. t -
. . ' ~ 
As Reynolds says, ''the fuller the· 
' 
. ' 
description the less likely it is to have been-~ctually 
. carried· out .ftl 7 A if:se in point (~' found -~~_.) The Two · Noble 
·'!-
Ladies, printe~from ~·J manuscript used by the prompter at 
the Red Bull, where the play was given between i619 and 
1623 by the Revels company. 1118 Thus t~is play was~given 
' ,,. 
in the period that. this paper i-s concerned wit~ and was 
. , 
performed, as fa; a~ can b~ reasonably established1 only 
\ . 




likely to copy, the stage directions·· are 
...... _ ~ $" 'q,~... _ .... ?r 
reflect actual stage practice. ·In AGt. III, ~s~en;e ii! 
'~' there is much· mention· of a river in which two soldiers 
/ 
are drowned. Cham~~rs wo~ld be forced into 9 a detailed 
·' 
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~ow it was actually managed is shown by the pr<?-,. · fi 
description of how this difficult feat was· _accomplished · 
/ 
on stage. However, as Reynolds sta~es: 
\ 
-,/-·· 
.. :~f~{!!! ~~:1;i~:111!~:fe s~!~~;!i~~~;e ~~,~iJ~~" · -------- I 
d 
'~Dispa~ch the tide swells high 51 vv the direc~ions ii 
. read, "Thunder Enter 2 Tri tons with silver trumr.ets; 11 ~. '1·,: 
and wh~n one soldier ·says, uWhat feind is . this, ' . ~ 
-the direction explains, vvThe tritons ·ceaz the soul- __ _ ti 
diers; " and when they say they are ,vhurried headlQng . , I 
...._, to the streame," the direction :i,s "the Tritons . . ··. j 
~ Y~ r 
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·. The ''in'' quite obviously refers to of £-stage. . Henc·e, when 
... , . 
.... , ... 
. . , 
• ... "· ' 
• 
· w·orking .from evidence within -the plays. the scholar must ·., . 
• ~ ~ 
\ 
.oftentimes us.e hi·s -own critical judgement, and: subjective · 
--· 
-- ' . ..,, 
--
·--:··----- __ :... ___ : __________ :···:,"~·-:·--.- judgeme.nt is· no· replacemerft for good -authority. ·· ·: ··. i\l 







. f • 
: concerning the pu}?lic theatre - pictures, contracts, · 
stage directi..Q:OS, and texts - is. :open, to doubt or .varied \. 
. ... 
interpretation. Other kinds of evidence are sometimes, 
" .,., 
used by scholars to suppo!t their theories about the 
. ,t··· . . • /.' . '. • 
structure of the Elizabethan ~tage; Some of these will 
be considered in detail later; here i·t will suffice to 
prC>yide a. brief summary. · 
~ The first type of evidence consists· ·of allusions to 
the publ~t:ge found in works other than ~he plays them-
~ v'.-, 
selves. Howev~r, ~in each case there is some difficulty of 
interpretation - in-consistency in the work itself, extreme · 
. 
vagueness, or grammatical confusion being the most common. 
... 
·' 
-- ---- . 
,._____ - .. - . . -- -- .. ··--· -- ------- ---- ... _ ... _ - ... -
- -· - . 
. -· -- ·····- - --· - - ···-----·· ·- . ~-
. --
t 
\ · Scholars have sometimes based' their theories a·bout 
- ·· - ~--~---·~ _What ;he Elizabethan stage looked like on some tradition ···· - -=---:---·---·.....:... __ 
whicli they ~ssume to lie in the background. It is assumed 
.. 
,· .. --, 
that the public theatres t9ok the ~hape th~y did because of 
" - -- . -- '• . --- ... ···/-- ... 
the kind of sta·ges the actors had been used to playing on ~. 
before the theatres were built. Unfortunately there is no 
way, of· ~roving the truth of the aSsllmpticir\, and even gra_nt-
_,· ~ ing it, one cannot be. sure just which 'of several. P°.~sible .. 
predecessors the Elizabeth~n ~tage was mode~ed upo~. . 
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. 'Some have argued that the stag~ Jas. shaped by die .. 
· .12 
' . 
. ,i... .. , . 
.,.... 
' t • 
' • ~ I . 
' • 
· · tradition of" playing on a raised platform ~t the ~creen • ·• .:. , · .. ··· · 





I I _-:.. :, • ~.' I 
end of the Tudor .hall. ·Glynne Wickham has traced ·this · · · .. 
. -~· -·- . 
presumed.evolutionary process in great detaii. 20
 
b 
H owev-e-r-,----.:--~--:~--· ·-·· ... [, . . 
-
·.; - · .. ·· '•• -
-
.. 
-~- --~ ~ ~~ · the only definite conclusion is ~J:ic3.t t~h_e doors and balcony ... ····'·'··-'-·--~-· 
. . 
-
of~ the public stage are"-·der-ived · from the hall. Anything 
-
-~ . more detailed assumes a con.sist·ency 1in the hall stage 














AilOther tradition possibly affecting the public. stage 
. is the booth /stage used by strolling players, ''a fairly 
,..,.,.....,, . 
high platform with some sort of curtained booth at the 
.. 
b·ack from which players came and possibt·y ~ canopy above, W· -. 'I 
but·, otherwise generally innocent of further elaboration. ,,21 
Unfortunately, while the engravings and i-llustrations· of 
these stages include examples fr.om~ the sixteenth century,· 
. none depicting an English stage has -s~rvived. 22 -
" 




s·tage is the house or mansi-6n, ·a standard feature" of.,the · .-.. ·-·-· · ····-- ·· 
.r; - • > 
• 
medieva·l stage_. carried over into the pageants of E·lizab~.than-------- · 
' .. 
•, .. , 
times, consis·ting of a three-dimensional framework covered 
with painted ~anvas •. 23 . Furthermore1, Leslie Hotson has 
- -
- ·- - ··-· -"· -- defi:r;iitely- established ·that mansions were used in pr"ivate 
-
·. -·.--·-pe~:f-ormances at v~rious college~. 24 · Similarly,, a gfa11ce ·· .. · ·~ ------~--------
. ' 
( .... ,., - . ,., 
i at the Revels Account establ-ishes beyond doubt the existe~c.e 
... .,.. 
·- .. :,, 
. ,., ,·, . ' . 
-- ~,· •· ·: . • • • · 
1 of houses at· court performanc~s. 
-.. .. .. 
Houses·· are mention.ed 
' . .. 
" "·-·· . -
again and again in .... this work:. ''sparres to make. ·frames· for · . .. 
'. . .. . - . :~. .. ' - .. ; . .• ' ~ .. - . ' . 
. ··. ··.· . · .. < : : .. the .. players. hows es· . .- . . . canvas to cov.er divers . :townes a.nq ..... 
.. - ':• .. ,·,_.~·.,.--j~-:.,._·_··---.-. _.,~ ............. , . ,· . ----- ..... .... 
'. -~·\· ·•. '. ··• '. ~ -· . 
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· hOWs'es • • • hoepes f ot' ·th I arbour and. topp of an howse. u25 
N~ed.less to say, al t~adition carried over ·;into plivate ,,, ' 
and court performance does not· .. necessarily mean that the 
- . l . . ' 
. - ,) -
same tradition was carried over. into pub.l.ic'perf·ormance, .- . · 
I .• ,., 1 
.;.,.... .... ' 
.I ·• 
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.. ~ ... . 
plays the same way. 
The last bit of indirect evidence is p~rha's the best. 
-• . r, 
Henslowe 1 s we1·1-known Book of the Invent<:>ry of the goods ·of 
~ Lbrd Admeralles men and scattered references from his 
diary establish that three-dimensional structures· were used 
h bl · 26 H th ~ . b . f on t e pu · ic stage. . owever ere are·a num er o 
. , - . ~. 
curious duplications and omiss io11:s that need a great deal. 
of explanation· before these.. structures can. be ac.cepted as 
, ' 
evidence pointing ·toward the booth on the public stage. · 
.. 
----------
In summary," then, neither the direct evidence nor . 
. 
the indirect evid~nce can be acce·pted without reservation .. · 
.\ . 
' 
__ My task in chapter ·two w·ill be to show that the evidence · 
- ·- - -·----· ------~-- -~-- -- -~ .... -
-,~----
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. . . / 
·supp.osedly pointing· tow.ard the existence of the alcove( is 
. ~ d 
--blatantly in error, and the_ only real argument for its 
·- ' ... , .. 
• r···· ·existence is its convenience._ By the same token, the· 
l 
e;,idence. for the booth is based on authority only 
less slippe+y, and the only real. argumefits for its 
slightly 
.Eµt is tence. 
' . . 
-
~ - .,r 
.. 
.·are convenience and tradition. · · 
' 
· There is a consensus .about certain general st·ructural 
·' '\ " 
"L, 
feAtures of .the theatre. That is, criti-c~ agree that the 
L.•, • • • • 
~ .. Eli·zab~than pu~lic·--theatre consisted of a raise4 stage in. _.,., .. 
. . . 
. \ . 
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i ..,,_,_ ' -··· ' 
... ',. . 
. . ., •j . . 
.. 
·an~op~n yard with at least two doors at sta,.ge level .. Also . ' 
-
.. 
·::....---;:--··-·- -·----: _ ---------·---·------------.. -----~- -
··they· agree that som~ sort of provision was made for staging 
--
-
. . . 
scene$ a,t an ~_Ppei" level or flabove." Finally, they agree 
.. , . ~ 
t-hat t~e stage was surrounded on __ at least three sides by 
I 











However, ascertaining specif!c mea:sur·~e--· 
. . 
·-;_, .-'/ . . ; 
!', ' ' . ;/IS" 




...... '' \.., 
. 
I . 
ments for these structur~l fea·tures. gi·ves rise to great. 
' ... 
-
controversy. Fc,r. the purposes of this thesis it is_ necessary 
" \ 
. ~ . ~ 
to enter that ·controversy. The particular_ points at issue, 
• I 
' • 
because my conjectures ab·o~t the booth depfbd upon them, 
are the number of doors o~ _the stage, the height of-the. 
balcony, and the.depth of the stage. 
·stage· d;i.rections concerning doors occur in so many 
-plays .that literal'ly no critic denies that. a""'least two 
doors were in use in Elizabethan public playho~ses. 
J: 














. __ pre_su_mably derived, establishes that these doors were at 
,. '*" I ' 
~ ; 
,. .· . 
- ····- -- ------
-- ..., . -- --- ... - - -





·_ Howeyer, there are strong ind~cations .. that sometimes· there 
.....,.· 
were three doors in the public stage .. · Fi-rst, there wer~' 




doorS · themselves evolved. 28 Next, if 
1
t'l:iere is a Roman 
' . 
influence at work in -t1ie Elizabethan· ·theatre (tho\lgh-. I 
~annot ~ind·· any strong indication of it other- than the 
,. -~ .... - . 
,. : :~ fir .. · possibility .presen.ted. here)r, a· third center ~ntrance ma,1y 
__ :..-,_;~ . 
· have ev~n . further pre·.ae-ctent:·-~ . Ge~rge Kernodle describes .. ,, . 
., . ' 
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. this sort of class·i:cal facade as used at some productions 
. ·at .. the·· Inn·s · o·f Court~ and· the~e productions. may have had 
------------------------ .. mo_re influ·ence than they. have heretofore been credited ---------
.~,ti 




third entrance. ·-,,-· ...... ·--· ·- -··---'-'""-'•------··" ' ' . - ... - . -·--· . ......---·- __ ,.,.. ;--; . - "" 
. -I 
:'> An examination: of stage directiotls a·ea.ling with .doors· 
~ . 
shows that the directions. may be divided into fou'r main 
_groups: Enter at the other door, Enter it an other door, 
Enter by several doors, and Enter by ·three doors. Th·e 
\-
.. ·,, first· group, by i.ts gene·ral use of the definite article 
•\ 
seems -to imply only two doors; but- the latter three groups 
seem to point to more than two doors. Of course, I am not 
~ 
the f~rst to riotice this, but in the past critics, with 
' ~I 
~ 
! the exception of G. F. Reynolds, have tended to ignore the 
~-== 
./ au~hority of the stage direction they quoted. In this 
c·hapter I will consider only those _stage· direc.tions. which 
almost certainly represent public performances and _arrang.e 
' 
these according to the theatre or compa.ny they are concerned I . / 
. 
I ' .. 






. ' -.. , 
' 
· certainly performed at the Red Bull, that has the sort of 








the· prologue_ of The ·Four Prentices is "very clear, ''Enter 
1
three in black clokes, at<'t:h\.ee doores. 1130 Similarly, 
the.Rose has only one direction .of good authority. This 
.. 
. appears in Patient Gressil, said in the 1603 edition to 
have been played by the Admiral's men~ 31 Act ·three, 
{) ' . " '. 
s·cene two of this edition contains "the· following stage 
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and Forneze in the midst. '' Plays from Shakespeare I s 
... • -? • 
-- ', _.. ' 










__ -· company·--are. the most prolific in stage directions that------_-----~--__,--"·~- \ 
ti ' ' 
- - •· -- I - - ~ -- _.! t 
I 
~---i,-_ . c- .... ·····-····--~-----.are helpful in this regard, but the plac~ _of production .. 
. 
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r Shakespeare I s company did not acq4ire · Blackfriars, a , 
1 . private ~heatre, until 1609, the following may be taken 












as representing public.performances. 
. 
, 
F.irs t, Midsummers 
Night 1s Dream is represented a~ having been, ''publically 
, ' 
./ 
a~ted. 1132 The stage direction for act two, scene one 





15·95 as ''sundrie _ times. acted by the Right- ·Honorable the 
' 
,Earl Of Pembro~ke his seruants. 1133 The stage direction 
for act two, scene four reads also ''at an other door.'' 
Furthe~more, the 1609 quarto of Troilus and Cressitia 
· {Originally entered in 1603) contains a note: ''As it was 
acted by the King 1s maiesties seruants at_ the Globe. 1134 
The stage direction for act four, scene" one reads: ''at an 
other door.'' A variant appears in the last Globe· play, 
Selimus, which according to the 1599 edition ''wa_s played 
. ,-
by the Queen 1s Maiesties Players. 1135 The direction at 
(I_ .. ' 
-~ .... :· 
1. 658 of this play reads ''at diuerse doors." - /j 
The ambiguity in some of the above directions may 
indicat.e -an ·auth<;>r I s hand; _'but this is not a serious 
·- --~---~-- ~----,--··-- .. 
objection at this point, for.it at •a lea_st points to the 
' '• 
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.. . .. _ ...... -·--·----- ---.-·.-. ___ A.J.s.o., ........ there. are.-_ other-·:: iridicat io~-s--.. -that -- more-· th·an two-···-doors·-~-----·---~ 
,. 
-. ; I • 
I ~ ' ' • 
' . t,:~ .. 
. "\ 
are used OI,l Elizabethan stages.. .. For instance, I have not . 
. . ' 
considered those stage directions that _read, '~nt~r _ 
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I'• ' 
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' 
indicate more than two doors (see Ch~mbers, III, 73, for ______________ -~-----------· __ 
.'1 
-
more on this). Nor have I considered the ~s_tage directions 
. . r • • ... 
from plays given-at private.theatres ·which sometimes read 
''middle door''· (See Chambers .. , III, p. 132). 
. ' 
In short, _even 
,, 
- ( - ..... ,. c·· 
when limited to stage directions with authority for- public· 1 
theatres, the case for a third door in at least .some 
theatres is a fairly~s~rong one. 
. 
The second struct1iral problem ·is the height of the 
balcony. It is most convenient to divide the evidence 
into two parts: ·"indications of the balcony's height ·above. 
the pit and indications of its height_above the stage . 
. 
. My first concern i~ to determine the he~ght of the balcony -
above the ground level. . Above the screen doors in at · · -
leas.t some Tudor halls there is a balcony.. Unfortunately~ . 
the height of th'is ba"lcony varies in the screens that have:"'" 
... 
survived. The Roxanna, Wits, and Messallina cuts are of 
little help, for they do not show the floor level, and any 
r -~- ~\ - ------ ------·- - --------- - -- -· --··-- - ---it,------





' . . - - - - - - - - - __.__: _____ ---·- -
-- ~- spe·ctators I heads, as shown in the Roxanna and Wits is 
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:---dangerous due to the rather primit-ive perspective in 
these p.ictures ·. The S~an drawing does show bot~ a balcony 
.and the. ground ievel, but,'' as is. the case with the above· 
/ ' 
three pictures, the draughtsm~nship is poor. Indeed, the 
. . 
,. 
- - - . .. - ,- -- -
~ . 
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picture of·the Swan·'s int~rior.is' graphically pointed up-· ... ··~-.·~~ 
' .. , 
; ,;, . . 
by t~e fact that ort the ~eft side of the picture the· 
-- ···----------·- I , •. ' ·-·- ' 
.............................. -----·--·--"--- ~ .... _ba~ttom .~~dg.e o.f.the .. lowest .gallery . is. lev·e.l. with the·-·--------·-·,-----.... ~----~------···----------c-·· ............ .. 
J / / 
.. J' _ ... 






. ' . ~ . 
. the balcony -' .. a dif'ference of quite a few feet. Lest the . 
. ' . 
reader think I am overlooking an attempt at pe~spective, 
. 
I should also poin,t out that the gallery on the left side 
\,... >'\. is dr~wn in considei;-,ably more detail than the one on the 
right·, which makes a case for the left side of the draw.ing 
I 
I ~ 
reflecting the true dimensions. H9Wever, the right st?hge 
' 
d~.pr is slightly bigger and ·is. drawn in · more detail than 
t'fe left,. which seems .to indicate that the right side of 
- . 
the ~rawing is to be given.more credence. In short about 
al~that can be said is that the balcony and l~west ga11eiy 
seem to be approximately the same height. The obvious 
.. 
next logical step is to try to determine the height. of 
I 
, . 
-···- ----·-. _ ... _ .. ' -- ~- .- ........ - - .... 
this l·owest gal.le~y . 
- ' 
fortunately, there is some indica-
... ,.~ 
. . . 
.. 
- .. ·- ----·------ - -- ~~- ---· -- - - -
. ..,, 
tion of this height, thpugh it is not found in .th~ Swan_. ~. 
drawing· itself. .. 
.,. 
,' V ' 
.a 
. 
The contract for the Hope theatre has survived and, 
. . 
6 
as was mentioned, there.is a connection made with .the Swan. 
' ) 
. 
1_ - • 
The contract specifies: ''The inner pri~cipal pastes of the ··-- ·-·-. --··. w -
-first storie to be twelve footes in height. 1136 Thus, there 
\' · ... ;, f' 
' ' 
~ . - . 
-· . 
. 
,.,, seems to be goo_d evidence that in· the Swan the first. gallery 
.. 
'was abo,ut tw(:\lve feet high with the balcony at approximately . 
. . 










., .·· the. same. height. One ~ay,object that the Hope is an atypical 
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, _ ..... ---~ .. and tiring hou.se,· whereas th~re is no suggestion .. t~hat the ,• 
' ·1 .•• i_ •• -=-- Swan or· -any other·-theatre incorporated this feature. How-
. ' . ,,,,. . 
-
__ !;! ___ - -·-·-----------~~- ----~ev.er_, __ a:s ........ the s.tJ:1.ge and. tiringhouse .... a.re. S~J!~ra.te ..... fr:otµ .. t~h:e ________ . ------~'.~-· 
' 
. .. 
•• , •• , .. a .... ~ ............. i-.. ----~-----,-· .. --...._ _____ --~--"···galleries, and-~--s--ince the contraEt ·calls. for the· same .. . ~ - - ----·----·---,---.-,- .. ,. _____ ,,._~~ .. ' ·0. ,,, .• _, ... 
· ,:,'compass·e, ff.orme,. widenes, and height as_ . . . the -Swan,'' _ 
I feel this objection is of no real consequence. Further.-
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·.· Although the Fortune is also atypical in that it is 
·· rectangular while engraving~ and internal evidence establish 
that most playhou.se are roqnd,. like the Swan, or, at least, 
polygons, the contract ca·lls' for the lowest galle·ry to be 
·"·:r ' ' 
built ''Twelue foot·e of lawfull ass_ize in height.'' Allowing 
ror a foundation of "one foot of. assize att the leiste 
, .~boue the grounde, '' this places the top edge of the firs~ 
gB.llery thirteen feet above the pit floor. 37 In short 
..{_. 
then, the evidence from the ~w~n, HOPE;,, and Fortun.e seems 
fairly good, and, the balcony would seem to. be about twelve 
_., 
.ip 
feet above the pit floor in the typical Elizabethan play-
.. house. HOWever, as might be expecte·d, difficulties arise· 
\ 
when one tries to determine the height, ,of~ the balcony 
~ . . 
,· -
ab·ove th~ stage itself . 
ti" 






/,: :· ,, ' 
height .of ·t'he stage itself, for by subtrac.ting stage height 
l 
,lo • • I~/~·· .. 
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from balcony height;· I should be able to, establish ~he . 
. ' 
. . 
height of th.e balcony above the stage.· .. ·At the outset I 
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. ' . l 
'•- · ~ ·?pproximately the leve-1-~of the head ·of -~a standing spectator. 
- . -




i Mi f . f . th . . h . ht . t·· • d . ~ 'h f- lJ 1 . -. .·· . - - ..... 
.. ···------------~.~----·. y. .. pr:oo. S .......... or .......... . .. 1.S ......... e.:Lg_.~·- .... c •.. ar ..e. ____ c_o_n __ _a._1._ne .......... ::l.ll ..... t .. e ....... O._ ·_ .OW..l._ng .......... -----~-. ....;.__, . 
./.: 
- The first proo_f involves alretlirn to the Tudor\.-.halls 
f 
,.,,, .... , ...... _;'· discussed in earlier paragraphs. In some halls that _have 
~- J 
-
survived the scree~. doors are elevated with steps leading 
~ ~ # 
up to them. In thes_e cases it is logical to assume that· 
the stage would have been built level with these doors in 
, , 
order to facilitate the entrances and exits of the actors. 
Wickham's photog~aph of the Guildhall at Exeter shows a 
, 
screen door el,evated ap·proximately five feet above floor 
leve 1. 3 8 Th\ls, the height I suggested is con£ irmed 1::i~ 
indoor tr_adition, but it-. does not f~llow ~hat this height 
was;necessarily carried over to the public stage, and I 
cite this proof· only as pr~cede~t and part of a pattern. 
My n~xt proof also comes from the.indoor tradition. 
, .... ----·· ·-··~ 
In The Chamberlains' Accounts at Norwich_, 1534 ~o 1550, 
/ / 




. barrells and tymber and made a scaffold then. - ii d. 1139 
r---------~---------- ------ ----- - . - - . -- - _, ___ _ 
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1::· 
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~! ,I ' ! " 
~-·-· 
!·,' •. 
The obvious ques~ion is - how high are the 11barrells 11? 
.,._, 
Alt~<?ugh there is no--way to determine their exact height, 
I submiv the following from The Oxford English Dictionary: 
'~sed as a capacity • • . 1502· ~ Arnold ~hr~n. (1811) 246. 
t.·· 
I 
The barell of soep, xxx galones. · The barell o( aell, xxxii , 
. ~ .,. 
• 
. - . . . 
The barell of beer, xxxvi gal ones. 1140 . Thus, · I · · ·· ----,-----· 
_I ( " 
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,,, t ':'·),. ' ' . ' ·1. . 
~ ... ' ;· !·' . 
• . . ' - .,.:_::...... J .---· ' 
. . ' . 
. ( . 
· suggest. that · the ''b.arre lls '' of · t,he: ff·ft.een hundreds·:·\are.r---- : ___ ~:------=-=--·:_ ___ ,, ___ 7 __ : 
-,tJI> ( ·-.,.. I· :·' 
. ' 
~ikely to be quite .large,·and a ·stage height of at least 
.. fou;r feet seems likely.· I shou.ld also point _out that · · 
· there-would be little point in raising the stage any le-s=s ··~ -. ·
0 
- - =·:·: 




. · · ------t-h-an-···four ···t-o ·fitte--feet ·-- t:li _______ . · -i1----1--1-----------E·-·----------- ·f-- -·-·-. --
--.- "'·- ·----- ___ ..... . .. 1.n es e a s. ~cept or 
... f: 
.• 
. : ·• . -· .. -~ -
facilitating ,actor movement whe·n screen doors are. rais~d;-
the only ·purpose in raising a stage at 'all is to enable 
those spectators_at a distance to see. Since Tudor halls 
are invariably -quite long, a stage four to- six· feet off 
the ground seems most rea.s'ortable. Once again, _ this height 




stage, but it is significant to note that, as with .the 
I 
, 
Sci Tudor hall, some standing spectators are at a considerable 
distance from the stage itself in most reconstructions of 
playhouses. 41 
Indeed, this indoor height seems to be carried over 
into the sixteen hundreds, for the title page of Roxanna j 
. 
{1622) and .. the frontispiece to The Wits (16 72), both 
I 
d~picting what critics agree are indoor performances, 
clearly show the stage at the level of the spectators' 
heads (five to six feet), even though their perspective 
' ·' 
- . ·-·· - - - -··- --· .. ---··· ---·--------~~--
---------- . ·- -· 




. . . 
~ay be deficient in other areas. However, one should keep 
in mind that the cuts depict indoor performances, and their 
~,r ": 





the pub lie . stage is,· · once ·again, tenuous. 
,.:, 
Perhaps a· better indicati~n of stage· height is .found. 
. -· ... ,. 
• 'Ill 
[ ••. ,L in the outdoor booth stages, ·which ,imply the same condi~ion · · · . I 
.1 ' 
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. ' . .~ 
. ' .. , 
3 . . 
,. -··'-: ·--.~r·7··-·---~· -~-~:·as· -the'. niori~- 'formal pub lie playhotises . ..: s·tanding .-s_pec ta tors· . · __ . ~ _:,:--~-.--A\ 
..... . 
.. 
.,:; .... ' . 
. . 
at a considerable distan~e from the stage.· ·Some engravin.gs 
-~-
.·, 
......... " )] 
and_ illu~tratioµs of _sixteenth century outdoor stages h~y_e_··~~~~~-
, .. H ,'..,,. • 
·survived;-42-.~ E~enth9ugh they-do·n~t del)ictEriglrSfi-Stages-,-- -,-... ~. - . 
-- -·cc,.·--.~---~--- .. -'-·~----·····in all·cases the stage-~·are at about the level of.·the -· . . . ,-·· .. ··· .• ::,.~,--··-·-· _. • .•• T".·:'n:. .• c.:.:z.·_,,_,_,L•·-- •• .:. """" -~•.-·• ·--··· •····• 
. .. 
' ' . 
< 
spectators' heads, which would make them from five to six 
... ,_ 
feet high. . \ 
'\ Next, the evidence for at least one trap door on the 
floor of the public·stage is overwhelming, and this is 
perhaps the one thing all critics ag~~e on. Indeed, John 
C • Cranford Adams· finds traps scattered all over the stage~ 43 
' . 
' ......... , 




· A trap implies some space under the stage, and once--again, 
a stage five to six fe~t off the ground seems most logical. · 
. ·, - . . 
Finally, the~e is Ben Jonson's famous p~n from Bartholomew 
Fair:. ''the vnderstanding Gentlemen o I the ground here, 
k 1 d . 'd . ,,44 Th. 1 k h b , .. as my iu gement. is ast seems to ma et e est 
sense when a stage .of four to six feet is at hand, but, . 
as puns are not requireg t_o make the best -possible sense, 
. ' 
this .last proof is offered only as a possibility.' 
. ·-·~ In short then, the evidence for the height of the 
.• 




_stage is based mainly on tradition and convenience for 
'"\ 
spectators. However, it, at least, follows a pattern of 
/ 
_.,...,. 
from four to~six feet, and, as this is the best evidence 
' 
we have, it will have to suffice. ~ . . .. 
Since the S·tage is four' to si~ feet above the ground 
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,, 
above this same ·level,. it remains 011-l·y to subtract . 




would seem that the. balcony is most likely to be.from ·six 
.. 
; .......... 
·to eight·; ·feet above the stage. However, likely· t~is may ' . 
'.---- _ _.:.__,, ' ._ --- • ' • - . - - . - , ·-•- ----------· -~--~--·- . - • ----, -- --- ___ ,.. . • 
I I - .i 
i.:.--:~-- · - __ ., - -.·.·- ,--- -~-~---~s_eem._, :_ another --look at the Swan. drawing reveals a contra- ----------------... 
• 
, 

















diction, Wllil_e __ the balcon__y should be ~o more than ___ e_ight _ 
feet above t-he stage, the doors in the wall under the 
balcony,directly contradic~ this height. Allowing about 
• 
six feet as the ma~imum door height (except for ·''great 
houses'' the ceilings and doors are µsi}a~ly quite low in 
· .Elizabethan houses), the balcony ·appears to be ten to 
·twelve feet above the stage. Admittedly, the faulty 
p_ers·pective of the Swan drawing does not make for good 
.. >.7., 
~-'··· " ... 
evidence about doors, but, faced with a l~ck of direct 
evidence, · the·A possibility of a b·alcony ten to twelve feet 
above the stage must b·e taken into account . 
The upshot of al~--~pis is that the balcony may be 




s-ix foot difference • height will make quite a .. difference in 
when • discussing the staging of action ''aloft. '' one 1S 
Since I have exhausted all the direct evidence, my 
-- ., - •, .... ---- ---
...., ··- - - - - -- . ~. - . ,.. ;-· -~·--·-- - ------·--·-·-;'};,' 
1, J . 
I 
I.. 
·,.,· . \ 




-only recourse is to go t-o·.,·the plays themselves in the hop~ .. 
L 
.that they will, at least, point to which dimension, the 
minimum or the maximum, is the more likely. ·As might be 
expected, this evidence is something less than clear cut~. 
. '• 
However, assuming for the moment that.the balcony is used· 
,. 
t.o stage some of the ''above" ·scenes, some -very limited 
. 
. 
. ( ' 
f ' I• .• • 
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(1 
,. ~ . _:J· 
·Battle scenes are _perhaps the· 
,... ' 
• ~. ,4 ..... 
... ··•!-·· 
' ·go-
. . . . 
. 
spec~lation is possible. '.· .. '. ; . ; \···. 
most .rewarding. The best for my ptJrposes at present· is 
i ' . ., " ' '-t: .. 
. , 
~ , 1-Henry VI, . a- play entered in the ~ta.tioner 's Regist~~·r· · 
t ... . -~ 
---- ..-C.-------' --- -.-,, • ______ , _______ • -------·. 
~ Febrllary 25, 1598. 45 This play is listed by Poel ai ... · ____ ' -·-------,--




J;i.avt:r1g ___ l?_~~-p. ____ presented at· Newington Butts, ~The·-curtain,_ .. __ The._ ·--.--- _____ . 
Globe, and at court. 46 Therefore, the stage direction ·. -· 
wpich follows may represent conditions. either of the public-
stage -or court, even though ~he play itself seems much 
''," 
~--,-~~~~m~ore appropriate to the public stage than to the court. 
11.._ . 
· Nevertheless, this play does contain an explicit stage. 
direction which is represent~tive of a ·type of action 
called for in battle scenes: ''The French leape o;e the 
walles in .their shirts'' (II. i). Any sort of leaping from ~ ... 
or ascending to the balcony in the c6urse of a battle 
-------'--
-,~ioifI·a· be more easily accomplished if the lower~height ·of·---------- --------- ··-----
-~·--
,_ l .._ __ . __ _ 
.-i"'~:;_ -'. -
1, ,', 
------ -·----~ - --- ---r-- - -- ' 
. 
, 
. •, . .. .... ~ 
,°f;.'._,:.~., -. ~ • I, 
1f-j:_,,. . 
\•,' . ' fi{: -~.,' . '
i-.'c! . 
:,:·,·· ~ ' '•' "". r-•',•:.- 'V 
r
\:. ····___, ' 
six feet prevailed, but mere conveni.ence is not proof~ 
' 
Another possible indica-tion of -height can be- found 
in the amount of ''cover'' material that is used to enable 
I 
-
a character to go from one level :to another. ·Even hei!e 
·-
there is little consistency; however, r .. must point- ou\t 
·that at times only two or three lines of 'dialogue are use·d 
- . 
as covet, and this seems to militate against the use _of 
the higher balcony. But one cannot ~rgue very cogently 
from this lack of cover because, as Warren Smith has pointed· 
out, structures· other than the balcony may have been used · 
' 
in such scenes. 47 Also, the plays Smith cites present a 
? ,'.· . ' ; t ' Ii~~ .. -... ;~;_;,,,-•, .. ~,..,: c~•-• -- .·-·=•-,• _.·.,•.,·.,_,.:-·- . .,,-.·-.. •<-• ~;; ,• C --'••' .,.-,. _.,.._ \ ' ,i ' 
:, " .. ... 
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similar prob.ii.em to 1. Henry VI: 
~-~ ' . 
., 
varied or not known. 
.. 25 . 
" 
I .. 
·-;- .- .. 
the place o'f produc,tion is 
• 
.- ., ) . ,., ' 
' ~ . ' 
C • •• , •' 0 
. . In short, . evidenc·e . for- the height of the; balcony· above ·· 
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__ ·s~iyes · is i1:1.~onsistent, · and the only argument that I can 
. "''"'\_ . 
the lower he.ight is- conveneience .. - Henc~,- in the offer for 
·l-as·t chapter __ of 1.ny ._paper~---~ _ ~ust take into account that 
... 
the balcony maYbe from_ a minimum· of six feet to a--iriaximum 
of twe,lve feet above the stage. 
The third structural feature of the public playhouse 
· affect·ing the booth· is the position of the tiring house 
\ 
and the depth of the.stage. In Early English Stages, 
Glynne Wickham points out that in the Fortune and Hope 
-contracts the auditorium or ''frame'' and the stage __ and 
tiring house are listed separately. He also points out 
that the Fortune contract specifies that t-he tiring house 
be set up ''within the said frame''; that is, inside the 
gal,leries. Furthermore,. in th~ Hope contract the tirin-g 
house must be separate as -it is ''to be carried or taken 
away.'' The 




Swan drawing shows the tiring house thrust 
· . 
48 
separate from the galleries. . What Mr . 
Wickham has not noticed, however, is that the Fortune 
~ 
It .. 
contrac~~ ~pecifies only that~ the stage be built ''to the · . 
middle of the yarde. '' The implications of this phra~e 
are important, for, if ·the tiring house is distinct· from 
- the galleries, and the stage is built onl_y to the middle ... 
. 
' 
·of the yard, the tiring house must occupy part of what· - . .. 
' 
. . . . .\ . . . 
.. 
# ·, .. 
,., I' 
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, \ . 
the stage mus·t be shallower than. reconstructors have 
.....,~. 
. ..... · ... 
i .. , . 
' ...• 
..... - .. 
. ' 
\ 
' . •, 
~--~~~----~·- - ;:c~-}t~------~~-~---=---~: :-··. imagined (for instance,-- see Hodges, The Globe Restore.d, . ·--,r - ·---- ~-----·------- -- ----·--· ___ ,._ ___ ,.,._...:,.;:..:_: 
A • -
p.,. 188)., -·· In the case of--the· Fortune, instead of a stag~ 
.. 
.:. ----·, .. - . 
- ,,--4., 
.--- - ' . 
.. c--
. . the depth of the tiring h~us·e. True, these new dimensions 
~------- ----- -- -·-----:---- . ---.-----------~--may- b_e valid only for the For'tune, bu-t other re-constructo£s--: _______ -- ==.-~-s--
' , 
!. ,: 
• I , 
1,. 
- \ ··1 
i~evitably extend the stage t~ the.middle of the yard, 
ti ........ 
citing as precedent the Fortune contract. If the Fortune 
is not typical~ ther~ is no reason to suppose that the 
stage, in some cases, di'd not extend to the middle of the 
-· . ','"" 
, ya1;d, ·for reasons mentioned below. Furthermore, if the 
contract does reflect a typical practice, the.room taken 
~ : 
up by the tir·ing house would _cut down on th~ available. 
playing room; hence, this would account. for extending the 
; 
. 
stage to the middle of the pit. I confess that I am fond 
of this latter solution, for it effeciively solves a 
problem which had bothered me since I first began my study 
of the Elizabethan stage: why would the owner of a theatre. 
sacrifice all that room in the yard for paying customers 
by making the stage so very ·deep? Notice that in the 
indoor pictures the stages are not as deep as many recon-
. structors of the public stages have made them. The answer 
is, I think, that eithe-r. the sta·ges ~ere not as deep as 
• ,• ' .,. ' I . ' 
• _ . .i . ~-- _.,,. .• 
. previously imagined, or, as seems·· .. c·~to be borne out· by the 
agreement of the· Swan, the Fortune, and the Hope, part -.~f -
the depth is taken up by the tiring house. 
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' This.combination of thrust-out tiring house and the 
. resulting shallower st·age are important to the d'imensions 
.,, 
of the booth when (j c·oupled with th_e .resulting imp.rov·ement·. -- -- ------ .. ~·-·. -· -· -·--·-· - -·----·-·-"·-----·-
in sight lines-. 49 H0wever, a disc"ll.s;:i.on of the dimensions 
. 
. 
. c~a pter o-f my pa per. 
\ 
... -~ ·-- ""~:---.'.ir "'\ /;,1 
1·11· suroma.ry~Y'-then, · three -things about the public ~ - ------- - .,'I - -- - . I 
stage must be borne in mind when discussing the booth 
.itself: . firsc, there are at least two doors, sometimes 
three, set in a wall with the stage immediately adjacent 
to the wall; second, the height -of the balcony above the·---·- .... 
stage may vary .~from a minimum of six fee-t t9 a maximum 
'• 
of twelve feet; third, the tiring house is· thrust out 
from and distinct from the galleries; thus, the stage is 
" 
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_CllAPTER II • 
,1 
WlJ,ile chapter· on~ was primar·ily concerned with the 
deta'i.1S of two s.tructural features o~ the public stage . 
• t 'L 
·.~: 
. I ' 





It -- . I 
I that most certainly existed ..;. the doors and the balc'ony -
---··------... 
. ! 
,-,~·-·,--~--····---~~--·=:--~='"=~c,c~-~=~.,~c=-··: ...... ,., .. tl:1.J ... § ... ~.£bapt:~J:" invo, 1 ves a part of the stage 'tha t is very • . • ,• ~ •. ' • - " • .. • • . • - .. • ••.•••• __ ,_h - ••• -
. -· . - .. · .. -... --~-· --=-:.···- __ :::.;' --- ·..:,:, ________ ,, ____ · .. 
difficult to be sure of:. the clo~~d_part in the back-. 
' 
·-· -is it a recess or an outset booth? A number of factors• 
---·--
- ___ .......
.......a___ -------~--------- - ------ - -
l, 
have led scholars to conclude that· a curtainable recess 
was a normal part of the Elizabethan stage. First, in 
many pl~ys of the time. the stage d-irections call for the, .. 
use of some sort of curtain usually in connection with a 




• •! • .~ 
ficant when couched in such phrase~ as ''discovered'' or 
II •th• II 1 · Wl. l.TI. 
e • 
·--
Second, in the texts of the plays themselves there 
~? . 
are elaborate descriptions of various shops, tombs, et~.:
2 
Sincer"/there · are a great number of these descriptions in 
the plays, a curtained recess would be a most convenient 
way to stage these scenes. 
Since many of the scenes calling for a curtain also .. 
involve the use of such large propertie_s, as beds or ta.bles, 
some sort of space behind the curtain seems necessary. 
What could be more natural to the nineteenth or twentieth 
.century mtnd than to build this place in~o the-tiring 
.. 
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:Next, critics supporting.the recess theory point 
.. 
. --------- ~. stage direction in Green I s Alphori.sus, King .. of Aragon 
.. -~:-:.- .... -- --··· . · ...... - ___ ·._. ' -- ... ..,..,....,,::.-=-==:----:--·--·····-·-······-''"·'·. 
. ...................................... ··-
··········--··. 
- .... -. --· -~ ....... -·~- ............. ·-
--- . ·- ... -·· ....... "" . . ......
.. ' ...... - ___ ,, ____ ............ .
 
(IV. i) which reads, ''let ~there be a brazen Head set in 
- _. " 
the middle of the place behind the _stage, out of which 
• •-~-----•-so-·• - ---·-· ---- -
.,,, . ~ .. 
" • '1 f ~ ' f 
. ·. 
cast flames of fire. 113 
-- - -
---~·-- --- .-·-
-~0 . - -
' 
5-,_ 
No less a critic than E. K. Chambers provides more· 
fuel for this critical fire by_listing some allusions to 
-
' 
.. pl.ayers peeping from behind · the curtain. 
! ti 
.The most famous 








Tarlton when his :head was onely se_ene, 
The Tire-house doore and Tapestrie between, 
Set all the multitude in such a laughter,. 4 
The could not hold for scarce an hour after. 
'· ' . 
Chambers holds -for a- long shallow alcove and explains the-
door mentioned in the above passage by stating that the 
-
curtain ''extended to nearly· the full depth of the _tire-
" 
house.'' Thus Tarlton must ~'have gone to. the end of the 
narrow passage behind the ar;as, and looked out where that 
was broken by one of the.side doors. 115 
' . 
Earlier Charlotte Stopes had lis.ted I three more refer-
~- -ences to hangings or curtains that Chambers has neglec·ted. · 
l .!!!I. • 
.. ,, ~ 
. . 
., 
. . . . -· ' 
I 
. ' 





Perhaps~ the most famous of all allusi·ons is the ··one 
from The Gull's Hornb.ook. Thomas Dekker advises his ·.gull 
. ' ' 
· ·not to go out to sit on the stage uritil the pl~y is r~ady-
.1 
, 
- , . -- ... ·-•~·------.......... ,..,. _ 
_,.~ .. ,.._....,._. __ _..,--... .. _.
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and recon~truct the Elizabethan stage fro~ the artangement 
. \} . .. . . -
and method of the Restoration theatres-.'·' That.is, the 
,.. 
· ''picture £ram~ stage· of today'' had its beginnings in the 
. · inner stage of the Elizabeth~ public theatre. 8 
'!u. 
~ ----
Finally, an· architectural drawing of Trinity. ·'Hall has 
survived along with the accounts of the Churchwardens of 
' Botolph.without-Aldersgate; these accounts record that 
this hall was rented ''to 1dyuerse players I or .... ,for playes' 
·in the years 1557-8, 1558-9, 1562-3, 1564-5, 1565-6~ 
1566- 7, 156 7-8. 119 The drawing shows an area recessed 
' 
underh the gallery that is ''7 feet 10 1/2 inches deep and 
' ' 
.15 feet wide . . . · thus prpvif~ an inner stage:1110 
At first glance, all this evidence looks most impres-
. 
sive; however, a closer scrutiny reveals many weaknesses, . 
and, indeed, this closer examination of the evidence will, · 
I think, tend to· sho~ that a booth, not a x-ecess would be 
. more suitable. I will treat the evidence in the order in 
which I have presented it . 
First, as I mentioned in' chapt·er· one, stage directions· 
T. . , .. 
. . 
..... 
ai;e very complex .things and_critics basing their a~guments 
" • 
on the s~me stage directions h~ve ~any times dii-ectly , r 
.. 
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However, two fac'ts stand out 




'. ' .~-..... ,.'\ .... -
~irst, ''the terms rear stage and inner stage never 9ccur_ 
\ 
' . ~·. 
' ' ' 
.. ~~- . - . in- Elizabethan texts. 1111 ,- ----S~con.d~-- _all t.hat can be defin~tely _ -.. _ 
' 
I • ' 
• I 
-,-. 












- ,, I 
scenes a curtqin of some sort was used, a~d this _seems to 
\. 
·be particularly true when the term ''discovered'' was _used; 
.however, even when this term is used in connection with a 
' . 
l~rge property this does not necessarily require a recess 
-. 
in the tiring house wall. A framework covered with curtains 
and placed in front of one of.the stage doors would serve 
just as well or better. • 
~con_d,' as mentioned in chapter one, the more elaborate 
the description in the text,· the more.likely the object 
was not physically present on the stage. Furthermore, if 
a physical structure was used, ·it could just as conveniently 
have been a curtained framework or booth. Indeed, as I 
.. 
· will point.~ out in .a later section of my p~per, . such a frame-
,, 
~ work has distinc.t advantqges over a: recess· .in s·cenes 
requiring a shop, tomb, etc.·. 
. ' 
The next pieces·of evidence that critics cite in 
. . 
. ' 
discussing the alcove are the Roxanna, Messallina, and 
, ,---·-
., 
·,~···____, · Wits cuts. However, these ate convincing only at first 
glance. . A close look\ shows that,. as ~s common with Tudor 
. '~ 
halls~· the balcony doe"s not project·, over the stage; in ·· 
"··'' ~ ..... 
,,, 
l: 
,•- . .. . ' 
. fact, there .. is. no_. room for actors to -retire off s·tage in 
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the Roxana and ·Wits ·if there are nQ .. doors behind the 
curtains. Rath~r, the balcony is patt of and built into 
the screen i~~elf and in effect no recess exists. Indeed~· 
-
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. ---- . -
· ably -like a projecting booth.· •••"•-····· __ ... , .... _. ___ .... - -- -------. - - - --·-------·-·-···-----------·--
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The proof from the stage direction_ in Greene's play -
referr-ing to ''the place be~ind the stage'' cannot be accepted 
--
. without question, for ''Of the theatrical history of the 
.; 
• /,,.-- ) 
, ~ulll 
play, beyond the assertion that: it had been 'bene sundrie 
,. 
times acted 1 , nothing is known with any_ degree of certainty. 1112 · 
I might also state that the stage directions in Alphonsus, 
King of Aragon shows hints of the author's hand;-- for instance, 
the last stage direction before the end of the play reads: 
.. 
''Exit Venus. · Or if you can convenie11tly, let a chaire come 
down from the top of th·e stage, and draw her up.'' Of 
course, the author must have had some actually exis'ting 
place in mind when he wrote the direct ion. However, ''the 
place behind the stage'' could _easily refer to the space 
. 
,• ' 
behind one of the stag~ doors, fo~ the definite article 
.I 
may not refer to a specific recessed playing area for 
effects of this sort; rather the author couffi_d-easily be 
-· 
giving the stage manager an option as . he certainly does.· 
when he· says ''if you can. c·onveniently. '' 
' ,• 
,..,. 
E. K. Chambers' quote about Tarlton's peeping ·seems .. --·~----·-------~--·· 
,. 
~ 
to me to ~rg~e that. there is a center door· behind the 
'- r curtain. Furtherrmore, the allusion to Tarlton Is head 
. ~ 
. - ' . - .... . --- . - - implies only a place t~ e.nter unseen behind a I curtail!, ., ..; . - ~·- -,-
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~and, as with· Stage ·dir.ections · and text, there is no just.i-
. ... ' .... 
fication in recessing this area into a pl.iyJng a7ea, ~or • .. ,ti ~, 
I 
I 




The ailusi.ons cited by Stopes are perhaps the least 
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. 
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(as in the stage directions), a tomb or a shop (as·. might . 
... 
be the case in the ~t~xt), or even·a hint of play~~s peeping. 
They are simple, unadorned statements about curtains, and 
more should not·be read into them. 
' 
. 
- The Gull's Hornbook allusion implies only a place 
' 
-(perhaps a door) to enter the stage from~behind the cur-
tains; ind:e~d, by equating th~ Gull with a property Dekker 
.. 
points to the fact·that props were pushed through the 
curtain and on &tage .. Hence, a playing area, of any kind, 
behind this curtain may not have been the case in this· 
theatre. In fact two pages ear~ier in ·his account, 
~ n-ekker states: 
Whether therefore the gathe'.rets· of the public or 
private playhouse stand to receive the afternoon 
···rent; let our· gallant having paid it, advance him-
self to the throne of the stage; I mean not to t~ji\, 
lords I roomo • • But on the very rushes where the·.' . 
. comedy is to dance, yea, and under the state of 
\-' Cambyses himself must-· our feathered estrick, like 
a piece o-rdinance be planted. 13 
The question is,,_ what i~ ·the ''state of Cambyses''· that the 
• . 
• . • ! ~-
. Gull is ·to sit _under?-~: It.may be .a veilecI r.eferen~e t;_o 
' 
the roof or ''heav.ens'' above the stage but .why call such 
a standard f~ature by such a particular name? It is 
. ·,,.,.· ,. 
"' . . 
.... 
-'._, .. ,. 
. ·.·~ff. · . . . ·more likely. t·o. be a particular canopy over a throne •. · A 
' • ' '.~·, 'I. ' 
•II _/ 
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.· '' ·.-, 
· ''state'' or ca~opy consists· of a framework· of four poles 
.-· ... ' 
,1·:.,.. 
~nd _a cloth or wooden top; that is, it is a booth type . ? 
. ,, 





..... ·-· - --:-· ___ , .... _. __ - -
•.;. 
- ' ------ -
- -- =-- -, -·-t~o fit··- the occasion -(for· instance, Cambyses '_ state}, and . . _.r --- -
------ _:_ ------- ---- .,, -; - --
- --=-;,-._,.,-_ ·'-"'-"- _,.,_._ -, -~·--' "----- -
----- . - "'. ~ ,-;-·-'-·-····--"--..:---';-..:_ ·- - . - --
. 
-~ _-, _______ -__ under_ which a stage sitter could crowd himself. Hence·,. ,·•·.~--, -·-- . . - ~ ~ . .. ;- ' . 
', .. 
D.ekker 's Gull could enter through the arras and seat 
himself under a framework placed in, front of it. The 
great advantages of such an arrangement must await a 
" 
r later section of my paper._ However, in all fairness, I · 
I 
... 
must point out that consistency is not one of Dekker's 
strong points. A~ one point in his book he advises his 
gallant not t~ enter the stage unt"~l the prologue_signals_ · 
) 
the tru~pets that he ·is read~ ~o enter, while later on he 
tells his mock hero, ''Before the play begins, fall to 
cards .. ··-,. throw the cards, having torn four or five of 
. ~ 
·them, round the stage, just upon the tntrd sound, as 
·though you•had lost. 1114 Needless to say it would be 




same· time, be throwing cards about the. stage at the 
third sound of the trumpets! In the light of all this, 
-
it is certainly dangerous t·o draw the conclusion fr.om · 
·--
The Gull's Hornbook that a recess existed behind the arr.as· . 
• 
The next piece of·evidence supposedly pointing toward 
the existence of an inIJ.er s.tage is Mr.· Thorndike 1.s .idea of-·. 
·r·eye:r;~e evolution. This piece of evidence I regard as 
extremely dangerous, for it brings ninet.ee~th ·and twentieth . ~-
.. 
t~ .. --~ '.~ 
.. 
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. ~ ideas -of- stagecraft to the Elizabethan theatre.- . The result _ ' . , . r• 
is as Mr. Hodges .says, ''We try, seemingly in very spite of 
~ . . 
/ --
· our better knowledge, , to find some sort of p~osceniuin 
. . ·-·· - - -·. - , _____ ,_ -- --- ·- ,~~'.. :.:- 'l 
. ·-
•. ,j 
. -_ - - .'.' . -·· --::--,e··=-- .. -..-.-. - ~-----
-
:som~w_here_ upon the 'Elizabethan st.age; to open up an in11er-
. 
- .. 




----------.:s.tag.e no matter how questionable the evidence -for it-s--.. --------------------~---:-·--·~_-.. ----:-----------
\ \ .. 
,,,. 
l 
. - .. 
.. 
-·. ·-· ··-·· ·- - --, --··-·--~ 
,,,, " .. '·•' ... -· -- . : ...,, ' 
. ,• .-:·.. . 
: I 
existence.~ and to thrust back intq- it- a greater and greater . 
.. . 
- - -- -- - - -· " - - - .. - 15 
p_ortion of the -action of Elizabethan plays.'' ,_ 
- - -- ------.. ~---·-~- -
-A far more --------
.., 
= 
valid approath is to~nalyze the stages of the Elizabethans 
themselves, arid, -if necessary·· to lreturn to the medieval 
stages that preceded them. 
The last piece of evidence that purports to show an 
.. 
\ inner stage is the architectural drawing of Trinity Ha..11, 
and, of all the evidence, this is perhaps the bes~. There 
f 
is no doubt that t~e hall was used for plays, and there 
.can be no doubt that -in this hall a recess did exist. 
However, it is impossible to establish what company _o; 
. 
-- · 16 · · 
compan.ies -p-layed here. Furthermore, no one can even 
~ 
b~gin to corij-ect~re what plays· wer~- given here~ Since no 
specific play can be connected with the hall, no stage 
direction or text indicating the use of a curtain can be 
connected with the hall. He~e, there is no proof"that 
a curtain was, in fact, hung in front of_,,.t:_he recess; that 
~s, there is no ·proof other than convenience that· the 
·recess was ever used as an inner stage. _ Fur·thermore, . . -
this recess under the gallery is rather unique, , __ for in - · 
' 
• - t,, 
.. 
- ·; ,; 
·all other instances of Tudor·halls that I have- researched· 
'. 
.the gallery does not.project. Hence, to argue :·,,.t~om · an 
' ·, t• I'(· I 
\ . ' '"1 
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isolated -instance.with no ·supp9rting evidence from the 
I 
pl~ys themselves for the· existence· of an alcove in the 
public theatre strikes me as rather unsound. 
-~- -,"' 
~·-
_.-~-·~ - In brief, then, there is no posi·tive e,tidence other ·-·-· 
- . 
. 
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· Elizabethan pu_blic stage, and, as I will shortly discuss, 
.. ~ 
... 
the booth is ·even more convenient than the recess, and it 
\. . 
has the addit.ional advantage of precedent. All that can 
conceivably be proved from the above evidence is that in 
some cases a curtain· with some sort of pr.ovision for 
entrance behind it was sometimes used. -· 
Before leaving the alcove and taking up the booth, 
I would like to point out the pragm~tic evidence that 
positively argues against any recess. In the words of 
George Reynolds, ''A good many modern directors have more- . 
over found such a stage too far remov·ed from the audience -
acting there has been ineffective, sight and hearing of 
" 
doings there difficult to manage. Certainly spectators . 
.. 
·in ·the gallery near the tiring house could see little '?r ·· 
nothing of what was going on itl it. 1117 This is confirmed 
by the report of Bernard Miles and Joseph·ine Wilson on 
-
the production at the Mermaid Theatre ''We have learned 
that it is impossible to· play scenes on the so-cailed 
. ' ' 
.. 
~in:ner· stage' or even far u·p stage at all. When the 
lo· .... r;'·. 
expanse of platform· is ther~ -to be us~:P., you have to use 
'it. Not to do so feels false and artificial and indeed 
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.. 
with distant and purely two dimensional acting. 1118 
.. 37. 
It. is i. 
/ 
· .interesting to not~ these experiments ·seem to bear oU;.t. 
' . ' 





it was so ·far back from the audit.orium and muted - ' . - ~ ;.w , .. , 
1.,... -
- -.- -..--·--·-·---···- .. --.--- -- -~·---·-··-- ·-
by three w~lls and two floors, that voices uttered 
within must· have lost much of their resonance and 
were probably almost inaudible to those sitting 




- . . . ~: 
. ti 
-~ 
facing the ·stageo If as seems _probable it was __ ----·--------·---
illuminated only by daylight, any scenery displayed 
there cannot have been seen to best advantage [a 
possible explanation for ''thrust out''L and indeed, 
on dull days, must hav.e been almost invisibleo 
Really the place within can have been little mor~ .. 
than a wide middle door screened by an arras; and 
it will be found that- it was the door way or the 
arras itself that the dramatist ·makes use of, and 
not the room behind.19 
Of course, by making the stage shallower,_ ye:iy- likely 
through the us·e of a separate tiring house, the problems 
~ 
of sight and hearing are to some extent diminished but by 
now means ·removed. Needless to say, action in a recess 
slightly closer to the audience ca_pnot be as drama~ically 
· effective as action· projected down forward and center 
stag~. _ This la,st is the big theatrical advantage of the 
-. 
--- . 
framework or booth, wh.ich I· have been so carefully working 
-- - ----- -- -
. 
up to. ~ut proof of' its e'ffectiveness, which I will ~ater 
doc.ument from practical theatrical experience, is not .proof 
. 
that such a device actually existed in the Elizabethan 
-· 
,. public theatre. Therefore, it becomes my task to present 
· evi·dence-~ that such a device was physically present on the 
. 
Elizabethan public stage. In presenting this. evidence I 
--
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· · ....... "',··----.. ·~·-:··: _____ -__ .. , _c.onsidering the evidence c~itics have. off~red -for the alcove. 
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, That is, I will state the a~.thorit_y of the stage direction, ·,~ 
' 
\ I 
try to analyze·· the texts to see if. they '
1protest too much,'' 
,.. - .I ·>i•·, 
~---,,. 
' 








-----. - In _discussing the evi_dence for the booth, I will .. separate 




.. -~ . 
' j 
. L ... 
t· . 
directions, proof from text, proof from pictures, proof 
· from al-lusions, and ·proof from t~aditions. 
., 
As is the-case with the alcove, the word booth does 
. . 
. 
not appear in any stage dJrection I have found. However, 
although admittedly few and scattered, there are references 
to· three~dimensional booth-like structures in stage direc-
tions. · Furthermore, each o·f these, considered by itself, 
might only have been a special property built for one 
particular play; nevertheless, ta_ken together, they fo~ 
a body of evidence pointing toward the booth-li·ke structures 
on the public stage, and as such th~y are also impor-tan t 




The closest to the booth • the framework that the l.S 
.• 
Elizabethans called· a ''tent. '' Today, a better word for 
this structure woul_d be pavilion, for the Elizabethan tents 
.seem to have. been ''large timber frames roofed over and 
covered round the sides by cctrivas·cloths ornately painted 
and decorated inside and out. 1120 At first glance, Hodges' 
. 
i. 
. ' -~-· ~- :·· 
--~~____....,__ 
· . proo_f for· the existence of such a structure on the public-··>------.-~-- · 
stage seems impeccable, but I cite it here only to show 
-. '
-·-




• 0 ' 
. i~ll-founded. Hodges notes ·that the stage direct1.on in . · 
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·- t .... . 1,· 
· before it; Pericles within it reclined on a collch. 1121 How• . r' ,,· • 





and this direction does not appear in this quarto; in fact, . 
. . ··--- -------------- -- -----··· -
- · ·· · - - ~~--is ·-a--· much-later interpolation·by Matone. 22 
"'."-:-·.···· --·-· , 
'· 
·--~-... ,., ·___...:.:: ... ~' ·--·-·----~·-··-. 
, • 0 • t I Fortunately, a ··stage direction referring to a tent--f 
and-with some a~thority do~s exist~ The Platt bf the. 
Secound Parte of the. Seven Deadlie Sinns has long been " 
known and has fairly good authority. 23 This stage direction - ~_-- · 
reads: '~ tent being pl~st on the stage for Henry the· 
Sixt. He in it asle~pe. Jo him the Lieutenant, a 
Purcevant, R. Cowley Jo Duke,· and I Warder, R. Pallant . 
... ·#I • 
. ,, 
~ .... ;;,,;.:~· .. To them Pride, Giliuttony, Wrath, and Covetousness at one 
dore, at another dore Envie, Sloth, arid Lechery. The 
.three put back the foure and so exeunt. 1124 The large 
~-
numbers of people involved in this elaborate dumb show 
certainly suggest a booth-like pavilion. Also, the mere 
fact that it is the initial direction and the fact that 
Henry is .asleep in the tent point to its being present 
., 
on the stage when the play open~; thus, it s·eems to func- ______ _ 
·, 
.,,, 
•:.. ,. . 
'· 
.. ~ 
. .. ~--.:- .. .). - .. 
. . 
tion much as a booth.might .. There are, of course, other 
references to tents in stage directiorts, the mcist familiar 
.\-
being the two tents called for in the final.act of Richard 
I 
II·I, which I will take up later, but none have: as good 
· 25 .. · 
·authority as· the platt discussed -above. · . ;·:-·- -· 
. . ~ 
··-· 
--·--·--·····-·-··--·-- - ·--- ._. ----. - .-~ 
~ . . Besides a tent there is one other structure, a tomb, 
. · · , . · that suggests a· booth in ·two· surviving. stage dire~tions.~ 
,· I, • 
,. ·--·--- •4•---·· '"" ___ ,,., •• u--,,,•' -'\I"•·~ •• _..,_~,•--··• 
The first stage direction appears in King James· the Fourth, ..... 
. .... _..,,., .... 
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, ·· · but its' authority is only fair. 26 The· direction itself 
I 
reads, ''Music playing within; e~ter Aster Oberon, King of 







veniently on the stage; . out of which suddenly star~s up, 
. . 
as they dance, BOHAN, a Seo;, attired like a ridsall man,· 
ff om whom the- ANTICS fly. · OBERON manet:. 112 7 As G lynne · · 
Wickham states:· 
-
It f.s possible that th~ Antics carried this tomb 
with them from the tiring house, put it down on · · 
the stage and.danced round it, butt~~ wording 
actually used suggests that the tomb ·had been placed 
in a convenient position by the stage management . 
before,\ the action begano The tomb contains~ besides 
Bohun the Scot, his two sons Nano and Slipper who 
make their entry upon the stage later in the scene. 
Thus, although the Antics could have carried the 28 
tomb, it would have been a clumsy object to handle. · 
Of course this tomb. like the tent may be a s·pecial property 
and not the booth at all, but the fact rema;i.ns it is a 
-~hree-dimensional structure, not a rec~ss, likely to have 
been placed the public stage before the play began. 
'· \ 
An·other stage direction referring to a tomb .. can be 
found in the last act of Romeo and Juliet, and in this case 
the authority is quite good: ''Romeo opens the tomb. 1129 
. ~. ~ 
Furthermore, there is no stage direction indicating that 
it was· ever carried. on stage; .thus, the possibility exists 
,,,,,. ... 
that it was used for other structures (for instanc~, the 
'• 
Friar's cell or the apothecary's shop) in the play, and_ 
. :~ 
- -------. ---------,-
. ., . 
.•. 
localized as necessary. This, of course, -is precisely the· . -




function· a booth would serve, a.nd in the case of Romeo and 
Juliet there -is cert·ainly a great deal of localization: 
. • ' ' 
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''tomb'' • mentioned three. times • the l.S in first seventy-three-
' lines, not to mention ''bed· ·of death,'' ''womb of death,'' 
• l . 
. 
and later on "Capels Monument. 1130 
"· In.- short then, stage directions pointing t.pward t-h-e---~---
existence of a booth are only a little more convincing 
.::\ 
t:tian those -purporting to show the- exi'§ tence of ·a reces_s, · 
-for the directions could refer to special properties, or 
else the only -~rg.ument is convenience. 
In considering evidence frqm~ the text itself, my 
• .. ./ 
. . first proof, at least; is in no way open to th.e -objection 
that the characters "protest too much.'' As G. F. --· Reynolds 
' has pointed out, there exists certain isolated references' 
',, 
to the cur.tained space in the ·text ''which do not exactly fit 
the dramatic situation. Such terms suggest that t~e play-
wright as he wrote saw the stage rather than the imagined. 
location. 1131 Reynolds ciEes eight instances from plays 
. . 
presumably given atf the Red Bull, but.,, in some cases, as 
he tacitly admits~ his authority for their having been 
pe·rformed there is not as strong as .. he would like. Ra-tlier 
than go into a.detailed discussion of each play and its 
authority, I will simply reproduce Reynold's stated authority 
which I have chec·ked and -found valid;, that. is, the ·1etter 
· A after the titles of plays indicates ~plays ''wJlich we have· 
. good reason to believe were given at the Red- Bull in the· 
. y~ars we are concert?-ed with, and whose texts may be '"reason-
!! ,.,._', 
·• ·' ·1 











. ably taken ·as !epresenting thei.r performances there.'' The .. 
• 
• l 
• • letter B indi1cates, '·'those plays which were. probab'ly, bµt 
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· . not solely given at the Red Bull, and also. · . . those p1ays 
.,, . . ~ surely given there but whose texts may not represent Red . . -
A Bul; -performances." . Finally, the letter C points to plays._"~-:~---------__ ·-::..-:_!_ ____ -- ----------- ., 
·11 only possibly connec~ed· with the, Red Bull in the years in 








f •. r?, ", _,. _,. .. .,_,_ .. 
,. ' .. 
', ' 
With this indication of authority in mind, 
I will reproduce here four of Reynold's instances which 
. 
~eem to me to point up most- effectively the sort of authorial 
. slip that indicates some sort of structure on the )stage:· 
is it too fan.ciful to suggest that there seems no dramatic reason for describing the sleeping devil discovered in If It Be Not Good, A, Io i as ''cabind'' · unless he was in something that looked like a small 
, room? Similarly in Sir Thomas Wyatt, B, 100-102, Suffolk describes himself as hiding in 'ia simple cabin''. where cabin seems a curiously precise word for t~e sceneo In Appius and Virginia (only a C play, but on this point the distinction matters less), IVoii, a scene in a camp, a soldie~ asks, 
''Is our hut swept cleanuv [ why not uvtent~' or did the actual stage influence the dramatist?] 0 0 .-Perhaps the most interesting descriptive term for the· 
curtained space occurs in A Match At Midnight, C, E 2 V; in a tavern scene, Tim hides and the others say ''Locke and he have not insconst himselfe in a 
~woodert castle.33 
_ 
Iri other words, in each of the above instances the text 
. . 
.. does not fit the _.f ict iori the play conveys; thus there i_s _ 
" 
... the possibility. that some sort of strµcture, is present on 
the stage at least at the Red Bull. However, th~ problem 
of authority certainly weakens to some extent Reynold's 
argument.· 
There· are··, of course, other refe·rences to structur.es 
,. 
on the stag·e ·in various texts, some of which I shall treat 
. in later paragraphs dealing with the poss_ibility of more 
' ' ' 
than one structure on th~ p~blic stage.·_ For the presen~r .. ~,_v-.·' 
, ,.,.. r• 
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I will· discuss wh~t I cons"'ider to be the best proof for 
three-dimensional' structures based on. textual evidence; 
43 
tha·t is~' thetent· .. called for in ,Y/Tamburlaine, IV has the best· 









- · · · · · -----
11Amyras· --_a. _4_ ~e-lebinus __ is~ues from the tent where Calyplias·-_ · 
./ 
-_'sits asleep.'', Seven lines later Amyras says, ''Call forth 
our lazy b17other I from the tent.'' As Wickham notes,' ''the 
tent is peeded throught the scene, but there is no sugge~tion 
. 1 . 






that it is either put up as the scene begins or struck as 
it closes;- the inference is that it is in position on the 
1stag·e throughout the play · and used. when required. 
1135 How-
t 
ever, Wickham has not noticed that in the very. last line 
, 
of this scene Tamburlaine says, ''Come; -- bring them to our 
pavilion.'' In other words, here 'is a play for which there 
' 
. 
is good. authority with a stage direction calling for a 




tent at the beginning of a scene and one at the end. As 
' 
----~-----
- this is a ratl.J..er long sce·ne of two hundred and seven lines·, 
-I don 1.t feel that the cq.arac:ters · ''protest too much.'' Once 




--. -. . _·_· -~' -
' . ~ 
again the tent could be a special property or the stage 
' ~ -·- -
" 
- ., 
manager could be writing in ter'ms of effect, but, by this 
time~ I begin to doubt if the shee.r number of times this 
.structure or something quite similar is called for does 
. 
. 
not indicate t~at it is a fairly standard st~ucture. 
. .,. 
Proof for the·bQoth from the various pictures that 
. . ·~ .. . 
~ _-. - .-- ·_ : _~ :...----:-·--·-
• 
... ·. I', .• , • 
have survived is not entirely. conclusive, but, , once-~,aga_in, 
three-dimensional structuies are "definitely shown in at 
.,r {; , t-' , ~ -· 
.. - . . 
' ,, -
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\The Roxana and the Wits show no 
' ... 
three-dimepsional structure, but neither is there room for 
I' I• 
. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,:,,,,.,,,,,'. r 
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a recess playing area since the balcony from which the 
curtain is hung does not extend over the st~ge. On the 
. ' 
other hand, the Messallina does· show a projecting cur·tairtea·-~~~----~--
. '
.:._ ~=--· 





space with the balcony above and behind it and not a recess . 
. -
'' Two other· ti'tle pages should be mentioned at this point:l-
' Swenam, the Woman-Hater and-The Spanish Tragedy. As 
I •' ( 
mentioned in chapter one, there are problems of authority 
with these pictures.. However, in b·oth pictures three-
dimensional structures are represented; thus, even if the 
pictures lack the authority that critics, like myself, might 
wish, I feel that the artists must have been familiar with 
simi.lar structures on the stages of- the period .. ,_ Either the 
artists are representing something familiar to them, or they 
/ 
must be credited with inventing a totally new style of 
staging. 
.··• - ... 
The most famous proof from allusion is from Jonson's 
Poetaster (16.02 for Blackfriars) ~ 36 As Leslie 'Hotson 




When the rascally Captain Tucca vows revenge, should 
the players satirize him on the public stage, we . -· -. 
do not find him threatening to dear down the curtains 
cif their inner stage or to rip out the hangins of· 
their -balcony a Q · o But he does vow to wreck their 
costly· scenic vvmansions'v and canvas uvhouses'': ''And 
you stage me, stinkard, your mansions shall sweat 
, -· for 1 t your tabernacles., varlets. ,,.3 7 · · '"'- ·-
, . 
~. Despite the fact the play is produced at Blackfriars, a 
. . 
. private .theatre, _· the cqhnection between ''mansions'' arid-~ ~ ·, · 
···-i--. ' 
. 
·• ... . 
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The next allusion is admittedly very general·, but, as 
'0 
,, 
many critics make use of it, I wil.l reproduce it here ·· 
. 
~~-~--~ __ -a_lthol.:!_g~- I do not think,, it is worth much consideration. 
.... 
Fynes Moryson in reproaching some English str-olling players ., 
.-
that he saw perform at the Frankfurt Autumn Fair in 1S92 
} 
-says they have ''nor any good Apparel 1, nor any ornament of 
the Stage. 1138 What this "ornament" was is pure conjecture. 
Certainly, this .could be an allusion to a house, a_ mansion, 
or a booth. 
There remains one more allusion to be discussed; I 
refer to Thomas Pla\tter 's famous account of his visit to:-~ 
~-- - England. However, there is a grammatical problem here of 
which cogniz4nce has not been-taken." In his September 21, 
1599 entry, Platter writes: 
... 
On this occasion, I also saw after dinner a comedy, 
not far from our inn, in the suburb; if I remember 
right, in Bishopsgate. Here they represented 
-various nations, with whom on each occasion an 
Engli~hman fought for his daughter, and ,overcame 
. -
> ••• ...... -·-·~ • ""'--• .:•-
0
-•-• L r --
.them all except the German~ who won the duaghter_ 
in fighto He than sat down with him, and gave him 
and.his servant strong drink, so that they both 
got drunk, and the servant threw his shoe at his 
master 0s head and they both fell asleepo Mean-
while the Englishman went into die Zelten, robbed 
the German of his gains, and thus he outwitted the ' • w 




· ___ :_~-·-_.·_._~The se.nse of thesentence se.e~.~ to demand a siµgul~r trans- __ 










lation of Zelten, and .th~ ''tent'' is the way E .. K. Chamb.ers-~ 
translatee it. However, the grammatical form o~. Zeltert 
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Hotson translates it. 40 Since it· is difficult to imagine 
hpw the Englishman could go "'into more than one tent at the 
.same time, I tend .':~o "'agree ·with Chambers I translation . 
However, I am not as convinced as_ C. Walter Hodges_. a.ppe,ars 
•• 
' . ''\ 
. ' 
to be, for he has seen fit- to alter---the Zelten- t() 1'-z-e-lt-elt _____ _ 
in his discussion of Platter's account·: Hogges further-
states, ''I offer/ the opinion tha-t this passing reference 
_ #-to the· tent, __ instead of to 2.. tent; implies an--·accepted, · 
more.or less permanent or·standard feature."41 I would 
lik~ to agree with Hodges on this point, but, because of 
the grammatical confusion surrounding this passage, I can , 
feel justified in offering it only as one c~itic's opinion., 
.. If the above paragraphs, considered singularly, are 
not wholely convincing due to the untrustwort·hiness of the·· 
. 
evidence, or the interpretation that must- be put on the 
evidence, still, considered together, they at least point 
out the strong possibility of three~dimensional frameworks 
. 
on the public st·age. Reinforcing the above arguments is 
a consideration of staging traditions which may have . 
. . 
influenced staging at the ~lizabethan public playhouse . 
. . 
The first of these is the tradition of the strolling 
·---~-·--·-·-~ ·----··--·- .. ---·-- ------·------- --- \ 
. 
players booth stage. ..As this has_ been fairly well documented. · · 




-- . in .chapt~r one,· I will not retrace my steps except ro poin:t ~- .. .., 
. 
. -
" . . 
l ,. l . 
1 
··out ·the striking similarit·y tin structure· between· this frame-
work and the traditional. medieval house or mansion, for :. "-
". ,.i - ( . 
' 
.. . ; 
, : .· - . · · ·both were three-dimensional ·wooden frames covered with· · 
. ...... 
.. ' ' : .. 
., 
- . . - ' 
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1 
:_ .,; .·. ·-decorat.ive cloth. 
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Wickham is particularly h_elpful with regard, to mansions. 
· In his Early English Stages (Voiumes 'Orie and Two) he repro-
-duces various prints-~----eng-r-ayings, paintings, and ·tapestries. 
. . 
Even more hel.pful are Wickham I s descriptions of ''The ornate, 
r·-
,. ,' ,,':;;': 
,_ 
-
, __ f ... '.:.: 
. ~ ·,. 
-- ------------
. . . 
" 
I 
costly and skillfully made pageants of the medieval Royal· 
.Entries [that] survived in England throughout theShakespear-
• ean era. 1142 These pageants had standardization of structure . 
and effect-. That is, many different devices were constructed 
-from a framework of four pillars.·· In fact, some devices 
~~ . : 
., 
became so conventional that they were often stylized; or 
--
. symbol·ized; for instanc_e, an arbour need be no more than 
four pillars and some trellis work. Wickham uses this 
standardization of effec.t for organizational purposes ·when 
he describes these structures u~der. the headings of ''The 
·, 
, 
Arbour; The Mountain; The Tree, The· Fountain a·nd·. ~e- Cave; 
etc .. 1143 i'his standardization of effect ~eems to be carried 
' . 
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to it. Although the connection between medieval staging 
-
and the public playh~use is- not fully e~tablished in -iny 
paper, ·there can be little doubt that mansions were used in 
.. 
at least some private performances. Leslie Hotson has 
,4 
uncovered the following: 
'. 
For plays at Christ's Co.llege, Cambridge,_ in 1551-52 _,. { 
- ··the carpenter· was paid. 1'for re~oving -ye tables in_ 
ye haull and setting yem up agein with 7ie houses; 
. pro er~gendis domibus eiusdem comoediae 9 (Queens.', 
154?-~6); "for .,,makynrve howse~ for ye players" 
. · (Trinity 1556=5 7); 9for making houses at the 
comaedie1' (Corpus Christi, 1581-82); "for paynging 
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cel:ures on roofs of the "houses]'' (Tr.inity, 1614-
15)44 
.. 
Of course as these are all college performances, the Roman· . 
. . -
-' ' ' in-flue-nee may be at work here; nevertheless, be -i-t----Rema.fln~_~_..:eo~r~-=· ==---
.... 
---- -
... ....... , ..... 
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The Revels Accounts establish beyond doubt the exis ~- __ ., 
tence of houses at cour performances. As I said in 
; · cAapter one, ''houses'' are mentioned_ again and again in 
this work: ~ ''sparres to make frames for the players howses 
. . . canvas to cover. divers townes and howses. . . hoopes 
for th' arbour and topp of an howse. 1145 Needless to say 
the wooden frame covered with canvas construction of these 
houses at court point up a connection bet-ween them and the· 
r 
various structures I have discussed above. 
. ...... 
. . 
Finally, Henslow's well known Book of the Inventory of 
the goods of ·mx. Lord Admeralles men and s·cattered references 
from his diary establishes that three-dimensional structures_ 
(if_ not a~tual booths) are use4 on the publtc.stage. As 
Glynne Wickh~m points out, 'iThe scenic devices in question ,~ 
' . 
are all directl·y paralleled among the scenic emblems listed 
in the· Revels Office Accounts a~d. des_cribed in surviving 
records of. the Lord Mayors' shows. 1146 . Thus; a , connection . 
,, . 
- ' 
between· ·:the q.ou,ses, ~ansions, -and other structures· with the 
. , 
"·public stage ·can be, established. However, I find. it very 
·"· 
. 
. si·gnificant that while there· is duplication of some dev,ice~ 
' . 
.. 
· __ in· Hens lowe (2 +ombs, ,_ 2_ .frames, 3 Trees, · etc. ) , there- is 
. I 
. . . 
-~----. --·----.. ~' --·-----.---,• ... _ -·.·. -- -~--- . .... ... . .. . . ------- - .. -- --
' . qo· .. mention of such common· devices as arQ·ours·, caves, · and 
·, .... 
.,, 
' .. ..r 
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tents. The· lack of an arbour and--- tent i.s particularly 
unusual in light-of the fact that both are very common 
deviCes and called for in many plays. 47 There are five 
-possible explanations, as I see them, of these curious 
49· • ...... ,,1, 
,' 
·- ~ _,·t.: ... -.,: ·--·-· .. ·i 
- - -,.,,. - ..• , • I 
.I 
I 
--· --~----. --------·------ ··-
_, 
• 
duplications and omissions-. 
First, t-he omission of arbours,- caves, and tents can 
-
be explain~d by the fact that the plays the Admiral's Men 
presented between 1598..;·99 may not have required such 
- . devices; hence, Hens lowe did nq·t list them. ffiis I regard 
./ . ; 
as.highly unlikely in view of the large repertories that 
Hens lowe 's compa·nie·s possessed, and in view of the fact 
· that Tamburlaine required a- tent. 
I 
Second, duplication of the same ·device may be required 
beca~i the same play required more than one such device. 
There are iiidications that, at times, mo.re than one struc-
-
1 . 
ture is present on the stage. Wickham ir:1 his article ii) 
-TDR notes that in The Massacre at_ Paris, ''four separate 
, hou~es are resented to the audience within one_ hun~red 
words of dialogue, two at least of which involve interior 
. 
scenes. Such speed and complexity of stage-action is 
· almost impossible to coriceive in terms of one house. 1148 
'.t1Q1. . -·-
-~However, because the title page o_f this~~ play is undated, 
it is· difficult to establish what performance or perfor-
mances the text. ·repr.esents. __ The play was prod-µced in 1593 
~ 
-
·by Strange 's men and revived consta~t.ly.--un.til. Henslowe 's 
. ;, "' .. -
.... ,.... 4 .. b, ••. 
note Oil;;.-Janµary_ 18, _ _l60i brings in{Qrmation aQ_Q~t it to~-a~n~~ 
,. 
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end. 49 There are also the two tents the dialogue and stage 
directions seem to ~quire (but here the characters ma~ 
·protest too much) in Richard III, V. iii. Fortunately, the -_ 
authority for this play :i,p not bad. SO 
~These two plays, I believe, point up sufficiently the 
-
possibilit.y of two or more structures foi: one play. A 
-
,. . 
full listing of such plays would involve many pages, and 
the problem of establishing authority would become more 
- / 
and more complex. Leslie Hotson in his Shakespeare's -
· Wooden Q (pp. 211 ff) discusses a number of~ plays in which 
two structures seem to be indicated, but, once again, the 
problem of authority makes these case~ only possibilities. 
. 
. 
Also, G. F. Reynolds points out that The Devil's Law Case 
. ' {which was A authority) "must be ·provided with an interval 
.between III. ii and III. iii, or we must assume that there 
. 51· 
were two concealed· spaces on ·the stage. Of course, the 
,-' 
·idea of ,,n interval makes this play once' again just another 
-possible instance of two ~tructures. In short, the evidence 
from the plays establishes no more than a likefihood of 
' ' 





. . • ·> . . • . 
tw·o structures. 
_, 
Evidence from outside the plays is, to my mind at ' . . - . 
_least', more convincing. Hotson cites the discourse of.-~ 
. -- - . 1. . . 
• 
---~ t)avenant on the sta.'ging of tragedy and makes much of-----his-
-
. . . 
.. . 
me.ntion -on· ''Two low Rooms-upon .a Floor.'' If Hots on is 
... 
. 
· right i;n identifying the ''antient Brama '' of Dintenant I s·-
• ,< I ' 
.. 
anal·ysis · with .. t~e Elizabethan stage, then· two structures .. ·~--·---. __ 
' . 
. ' . 
. . .~ .. 
. '· .. " .i . '· f • • • • • ..... ' • • '---~· _ _,__,,___ ••• ,._ 
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may have .been much more commOn than is usually supposed. 52 
However, · while Hots on' s rejection of the classi·cal · theatre 
"·~,;"") a·s forming the basis for Davenant 's descript1on is convincing_,_ __ 
. he does not consider the poss.ibility of the ''antient Drama'' 
referring to the medieval staging tradition where two or ~ 
. 
mor~ houses are ordinarily the case. Of course~_the medieval 
tradition does seem·to have had a strong influence on the· 
-
-
-Elizabethan stage; thus, Hotson's case is not a bad one t 
• 
if this-medieval connection is recognized. 
In the early 19_50' s Richard Southern- uncovered a print 
dating about 1629 which shows an indoor performance. No.t 
. 
. 
- I much has been made of this print because; I suppose, it 
' -depicts what is probably a Flemish performance. However, . · ~- -_ 
it is important for my purposes because it shows two 
·-" 
separate structures on the seventeenth century stage. Not. 
only the number of structures but also their construction 
is s igntf icant .. - On the left· the print shows what is 
-
.obviously a booth with ·a ladder extending above its top . 
.. On· the right there is a curved (remember ''hoopes.'') mansion 
and a player is drawing its ·curtain ''discovering'' it·s 
·_.;."-.../ interior. Thus, in the seventeenth century the booth and 
mans ion tradition is carried over into indoor perf o·rma~ces 
- at least in the Flemish· countries. I must also point:. out 
·that this p+int parallels the Elizabethan stage as_. I helve ... 
-~~-- · re~ons_tr~c;-~e~-- i_'t _____ in_ __ impor.t_ant _details--.-------Mo~ t not-ab·ly-,---·t·h·e·-- -· 
. 
. 
.. ~hallow stage is· at one end·· of the hall and level with th:e 
I heads of standing spectators, and galleries a;re around . 
.. . 
• "\ -· •• --~ 1 ,' 1 •, > 
.,. _ __::. __ ._..-...:...~------··•-~• .. •-··--·-.. ~--.. -.-·---- O ,.._.-_~-·-· .......... ~~___.-H, .... -~
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' 
, .... three sides of the stage~ ·The lack.of a balcony and doors 
can be explained by the fact that .this performance prob-aply 
1i,1!, 
took place in a tennis __ court. Notice, however, that 
·-"above" sce?nes are provided for by the ladder in the booth. 
. . 
· Also, the discovery scene imP-lies a place for the character 
I -
to enter the man.sion unseen~ 53 
.,,., Also, the well known Wagner Book descr-iption, while 
not concerned with a11 ac·tual performance, do(=s list the 
tiring house as distinct from walls, hell mputh, etd .. 
Thus,. there is a possibility of more than one structure 
in this description of a seventeenth century stage. 54 
It would seem that these points .establish ~he likeli-
-hood of at least two structures being used in some plays. 
H·owever, there are other explanations of t~e duplication 
in Henslowe which are, to my mind, more convincing s~nce 
the majority of JJtElizabethan plays. c.an be staged with only 
one structure for each . 
. ~. 
. Another explanation for duplication is, as Glynne 
-
Wickham points out, that "just·as. the arbours or the palaces 
of the Lord Mayors' Shows·and the Revels· Office differed· 
, ~ t 
O 
-
from each other in order that. variety might be provided 
. 
' within a_ restricted convention, so too were the emblems 
; . 
. "'.,, ... , 
. -.:;..._.._,'I"#'•" •• - , .• • .. ' 
•. 
of a publ:i.c th~~t:r~_ varied in their exte~11al appearance --- -------~ -- -. - f 
.· from play to play within the limitation imposed upon them 
by thei~ function. 1155 A desir'e for variety may iildeed be 
the explanation, Since it effect:i..vely answers Ch.imbers.aild-
... _ ,._. 
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an~. ~ence, who object that if the public companies had 
such devices it would have ·,·';been unnecessa.ry.· for the Revels 
' 








explanation is possible. 
' -
The real reason for much duplic~tion, I feel, is that 
--tombs and t-rees are special prope-rties suited t-0 particular 
-plays. That is, when a play demands a prop.that is either 
""--'" 
. . 
not suited to the standard booth or.the producers deem it 
---~--/ 
desirable to build a special prop, this prop is in fact 
-built for that particular play. This would seem to be 
the best:·. explanation for the Jhree trees in the inventory 
for "one is specified as being a bay tree, another as a 
tree of golden ~pples and a third as a( Tant'a.lus tree. uSG 
Likewise, the tombs are listed as ''1 tome of Guido'' and 
''1 tome of Dido.'' Similarly, the frames called for are 
''l whell and frame in the Sege of London'' and ''1 frame 
for the heading in Black Jone. 115 7_ As most .(but not all) 
--- of tJ1ese props have been connected with specific plays, I 
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1 · one. 
However, I have still not accounted for the lac~ of 
arbours, shops, · ·and tents. The explanation is, I think, 
to be found precisely in the .. fact that these ~.:ltems are so 
. common in the plays· of the time; -hence, - no special prop ·is 
bui·lt. Variety is -·possible in a special prop· from time to 
--·: :~ 
.. .. -· 
' " 
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that are used at· court and colleges at ·the special seasons. 
- ' 
. . . . -. . .. . . . ' .... ~ 
But ·-t\:, · expect a company to -produce all ri.ew structures for 
~ . . . . '. 
--- -· ---
each play while. playing. repertory at the rate o{ __ these 
- -~ ____ I'_, ___ .... - •. ~ 
- ·,, 
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standardization. · I suggest that the various_ in,-ter±or 
. 
-~ scenes, arbours, shops, and caves, -if re-p~es-e-n-ted--phys ica~ly· 
on· the stage (as may not always be the case), are repre~- _ 
sented by a more or- less standard framework as was tradi-
. 
" tional. Of course, I am not the first to propose this 
theory. Rothwell in 1959 notes that ''whereas at court a 
, 
number -of h_ouses might an·d could be. provided for a play, 
the actors in the public theatre migQt have to do with one, 
ff 
perhaps a house or booth set up upon the stage, the appear-
" 
ance of which could be~hanged with the words of the actor J ' "'- ' 
or by the properties set within or about·--1-r. A neutral 
-
booth could be altered, by the addition of -a tomb into 
a mausoleum, by the addition of a bedstead .into a bed-
- ,. 
~ 








~ year· earlier' Nag le.r in ~i-~ .. d.t~ -~~~.f,. ton_ Qf medieval. s.tag .. ~-~~m~-";._~~-:~~-L--'.-~c···, . -: ... ~~•# •• :r, .• - _ ....... -.~-,... .. ~.u,.,..,., ... , __ .._.,,_._._.....-..-·~·•n.,.....-:«• ~ -,, ... ,-,.-,, .......... ""~: ·- -.. ,.- · · · · · · · ···· · ~ "·· · 
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·_ techn.ique in the. Elizabethan theatre said: · ''Economy and·,-
..,,._, 
- -
o·ther practical considera.tions ~ay indeed have led the 
troops to limit 
~:,~ {>--~·· 





attempted to get along with two door~,~ few sets, and a 
pavilion that could be. J.ocalized as· required.· · But this .J 




atld a= tavern in the next, is. itself .. a inedieval device; U59· 
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.. . .. -~-----er- stage itself because it- is not the sort of--s-pecial - . 
-----------~~- .~-- -
. -- - . - - . 
-- -
-<e-·-· ---·- - . - -· . -·-· -· property that would have ·to be built for a specific play. 
4--------·------- --·---
.. 
-· ti, - ------
.... _ ' 
-
While proof for three-dimensional structures is fairly 
I ,~, 
·--
. conclusive even if based on nothing more than Henslowe •·s 
li5t, defini~e proof for the neutral booth is mostly a.· 
general argument based on tradition and omission. However, 
,'. I . 
t 
granted the fact that the special properties which Henslowe 
lists are connected with specific plays that his company· 
produced, an examination of these plays themselves may 
. ) 
. -
prove helpful. Unfortunately, not all have survived, ancal 
' ' 
the authority for others is poor. Nevertheless, I feel 
that it is significant that the · 1590 edition of .f.. Tamburlaine 
seems to in~icate the use ot a tent as I have previously 
demonstrated, but nowhere in Henslowe is there 
f h d . 60 . Th. I . . . o sue a ev1.ce. - 1.s ten-t, ma1.nta_1n, 1.s 
any me~tion _ 
probably n~ 
more than t~e standard booth, . It is interesting, though . . 
r· .. f ,. • • 
-.. ----·- -~ - - • ..... =••·~t·o· does not prove'' too much, -t·h,at:••··s pecia"l' ._ p·rops'. mostc' ..... ,. '> . --·~·c-,C-C•~:...~"--~,;_,_,:_~-•~r~,o-•,N ... •,•: 
.. -- .,,. 
•V ,.,. ... , • . 
-
. --
~ ; - . 
,. 
,,,,._.·:.-,.. .. ~-· 
notably a cag~, do 1 seem to h~ve been· pro~idQd. for the 1598 
' -
· . · 61 
performance of!. Tamburlaine. It would seem that if a 
tent is "!.s~d, as the st.9:ge· directions and text call for, 
it would be mentioned in t~e ·Diary. The fact that it is 
- . -
. ' 
·not ·must mean either that;- a ten·t was not used in the staging, 
or that the pavilion was represented -by a more or less 
' ' ' ' . 
. 
. standard structure. As th~ authority for 1 Tamburl:ine is . . . 
• /---.'r-'tJ ,;,.:.,_.~ ,.\•.,a I .,.--,.•'/ ' 
. quite good, -~ suggest that the\ latter course., was followed •.. _ 
-r. '":· •. 
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In summary, there is no evidence. for a:nyi recess· ·or 
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. ' .... 
have been able to determine there exists only ·a necessity 
for a place behind a-· curtcitn .. ___ :t:'J:iis_ ~place· can be· within 
a curtained framework or booth. The evidenc~ for the 
---~ -- . 
existence of .. such a framework based on stage directions, 
text, pictures, and allusions is by no ·means conclusive 
although such.evidence does point to the existence of 
tµ;ee-d_imensional structures on the public stage. Argu-
-ments from medieval tradition, college and court .perform-
ances establishes .the existence of houses on these stages. 
This evidence coupled with ijenslowe's Diary proves three-
dimensional properties are used on the public stage, and, 
indeed, Henslowe's listing of special properties (most 
' 
connected with specific plays), and the omission qf arbours, 
tents, and caves argues that a standard booth framework 
is used for such scenes. 'I. readily concede my main agru-
ments for the existen~e of such a neuiral booth are based 
on convenience and tradition. Yet I cannot help not~n_g, __ _ 
that the ~J1y.poss~b1e rea~on.for supposing the existence 
of an alcove its convenience in staging. However,- the 
booth theory has the advantage o~ convenience as.well as 
the sanction of tradition and··_ -t.he evidence for three-
. dimensional structures behind it. 
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.. CHAPTE·R I II 
l 
.. ~ .1 . 
.. 
. . ' Given a t'iring house_ that juts forward (as established·. -•- -'- -·---·-· --~- .. _;. ... - - ---.-· ,- - --·-···· ... , : 
. --
. - "· 
- - ---- .. ; -- - - ~ 
in t.he Swan,_ Fortune, and Hope), and the· _s_t_age .extending · 
' 
. 
. . to the middle of the yard.(as in the Fortune), I will assume 
" . 
the tiring hous~/t·o take up_ about six to seven fE!et of the 
twenty-seven and Oll:_~ half feet us~ally given as the depth -
of the Elizabethan stage~ Similarly, I will assume the 
-
booth to be placed a~jacent to the tiring house wall, and 
its dimensions to be six feet long (across the top), six 
'. 
feethigh, and six feet in depth. There- is no proof for 
· these dimensions (except that they reflect,a minimum 
\., 
.. necessary space for ~staging certai·n key scenes). Further-
' 
°:1CJr~, the_bo~th is readily removable, and it need not be 
set up for plays that do not require it. When the booth 
is used there are two things that must be established: 
its position rela~ive_ to the doors and the manner of 
•, ' t 
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portraying action on its tpp. 
- --~--~~--------,--~~-
In ~he p~¢ceding chapter I noted that the evidence 
. 
·, 
-does seem to point towards some means· of entering unseen 
- "" behind a curtain. A proper ''discovery'' implies · that the 
actors are not seen before the curtain is drawn. Thus, 
· the booth would have to be placed in fr.ant of one of the 
,, 
doors. But the ·swan. d.rawing, _, as w.ell as many stage 
' . 
L • . ..._ . 
. r:· 
directions, indicite that in some theatres there were-
,. 
) 
oi;ily two .stage doors. If the booth were placed before '.v 
I . 57 . 
. ' 
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one of the door·s~ -how could ther·e still be two entrances, 
· as required ·by ma.r.iy plays? If the booth is in front of · 
one of the t~o doors, the acto~s si~ply enter by ~he door~ 
and localize the~bo·oth in the· -dia.logue. · If_ the. scene·· ·--- ~----·- ---·, - . ~.-.,, ........ ,.~--- ····-· ~ . 
·-
.needs to be played elsewher-e-,-- the actors ent~r, pass· through 
- ----·-· - - -




if the booth were to be curtained in preparation for a 
"" discovery, all the actors need do is pass·through the 
- ~ 
curtained framework (remember Tarl.eton) and proceed to 
another part of the stage. I~ short, the fact that .the 
booth may be placed in front of one· of the two doors ia 
no way-precludes that door as an ·entrance. 
, ·' 
Thus far I have assumed that only· two doors· were , · · 
available at the typical Elizabethan public theatre, for 
.. most screens and the DeWitt drawing show only two. How-
ever, the booth would be most effective if it could be 
pos itio.ned between two flanking doors. This arrangeme~t 
necessitates a third door behind the booth. While I do 
not suggest that this is invariably the·· ca~e (the DeWitt 
~.' 
drawing is strong evidence~that it is nOE)., t.here is 
~ 
evidence pointing towa·rds three doors in at least some 




was available, I· feel .. that it is reasonable tq assume 
that the booth wou·ld be placed in front of the· middle 
d~or,. for stich an a.rrang~men~ puts the down stage side 
~ 
. 
·of the booth almost. center stage (twent.y-seven. and one half 
·feet minus s·even feet for the tiring house and minus six .. ~ 
...... 
•' 
- , ~ ··,. '·r_: 1'' • . ' "• '. ; 
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, .! feet for the booth .. Pli~s the down stage edge. of the booth 
', 
·•, 
- - ·- --------
' -
approximately fourteen feet fr.om the edge of the stage). 
;, 
- ; The advantage of this arrangement is that climactic scenes 
't 
: -_:;:; _-_- ___ --~ ------ - -- - _______ .. · -







! t ' ·: ', = ••.. - ' .. • ,,, 
Romeo and Juliet and the bedroom scene=-in Othello), and 
.. 
inde.ed all interior scenes, are now almost center stage .. 
rather than off to one side or, still worse, stuffed into 
an upstage recess. Hodges reconstructs the Hope in this 
• 1 
manner. While I do ~not agree with ·all the details and 
dimensions. of Hodges I picture, at least the p·icture shows 
the booth placed center stage and illustrates the vastly 
better sight lines result;p.g from this arrangement . 
. There is one objection to placing the booth in front 
.; 
-
of one of the tiring house doors: how then does one 
' 
account for. such stage ;directions ·as ''thrust out''? If 
~ 
the booth is ava1lable, why are properties projected 
forward when they could have as easily been discovered? 
Some critics supporting the alcove theory, which is~ subj.ect 
to- thi~. · same objection, have argued that ''thrust out'' 
meant to place a property in position on the rear .stage~ 
-
Needless to say, ''thrust out'' is. even more appropriate 
when ¢'acing a p:1:-operty ·in position inside a booth. · How-
- . . . 
ever, i~terpretation of stage directions is full of 
· hazards. If a booth is not required in a particular ·play, 
f, 
the property could be simply ''thrust out" through a stage 
·door. 
,....,,... ... - I Ill\, • 
.If the curtains of · the booth were no_t· used or were 
,, . ' 
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_ . open booth. If.the curtains were closed in preparation 
fc,_~ a d.iscovery' the pro.perty could be ''thrus t out'' throug·h 
-· a .. nother do·or, or, indeed, through the. closed curtain's , -
-
. 
- .. .. . -·--· ~ -- --- . ___ _:__ __ _ 
themselves irthe scene would be better played eve~ further .. · ~ -._- -···-··· 
·down stage. In short-, .~-''thrust out'' fits .the booth more 
----··-···-· -
.... ,,1,,, ... J.»:----
-
. ways tha·n it_ does t·he alcove. 
"- . 
The second problem of this chapter.j.s the question 
of action aloft. Two possible spaces are a.vailable -
the balcony and the top" of the booth.t In chapter I, it 
was determined that the balcony might be anywhere from 
six to twelve feet above, stage level. If the balcony 
were twelve feet high there must have been some incon-
' 
venience in ascent and descent; therefore, a roofed booth 
e·ix feet high would be most helpful in these cases. How-
ever, a balcony· of twelve feet coupled with a ·booth of 
-
six feet teaves the problem of providing some way for the 
actor to enter on the top o~ the booth. The only solution 
is a ladder or steps of some sort as a permanent par~t of · 
the framework. The s~cond possibility, a -balcony only six 
feet above stage level, coupled with a booth of the same 
' 
height remove~ the necessi~y of a ladder or steps, for the 
actors need only to walk from the balcony to the roof of 
.. 2 
.. the booth. A~ this ·point my reader might _very well say, 
- ,· ~ ''I can· see the- ju~tification for a booth. if the balcony is 
, 
twelve feet high, but is it real·ly necessary if the balcony 
· is only. six feet high?'' My. answe;r is tha.t · in most cases 
I 
. ,, ... 
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That is, a roofed booth i·s not n·ecessary for a few lines _by · 
qne or two actors in a given play, and the balcony would 
_serve quite well in this case. However, there remain a 
few scenes ·which seem entirely unsuited to the balcony. 
'> 
itself, for they involve sustained action.....aloft. 3 Need- · ·· · 
') 
less .. to s_ay such scenes would be best played· as near center~ 
stage as possible.and not tucked-way in a balcony. As 
-
these scene~ are very infrequent, and most are lacking in· /1 
authority then perhaps, after all, action· ''above'' on the 
booth is best reserved for those··· occasions when the balcon·y 
--
is too high for convenient ascent and descent. 
( 
· There is one more. problem to be considere·d: how. could 
spectators in the balcony (as shown in the DeWitt.drawing) 
see the action if a closed booth were used? Of- course 
there is great critical d~bate over ___ w._bether or not specta-
• 
tors did sit in the balcony, but even if they did, an 
.. arrangement of jutting tiring house and small boe>th pro-
vides an unimpeded view for all spectators. · ·A shifting 
/ 
. 
of the chairs (crowding would pr.esumably be out of the 
question for spectators important enough to sit in the 
balcony) to either side of the balcony (facing center 
stage) would provide a fine vi.ew of the 'booth's interior. 
Perhaps the best argument for the booth is its 
. feasibil.ity. While . theatre experimenters have found the 
recess singularly .ineffective in actual practice, they 
·. have· nothittg but ·praise for th_e booth~'~. ''Th~ . Oregon 
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inner s.tage and with ".its roo:6 a practicable ·playing area 
on a leve·l with the gall~ry .has found _it in recent summer.s 
· so conven·ient and effective -that the directors have used · 





part of the stage furn:i.shingS .-115 
r··close my paper._ 
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49r feel that.sight lines are of definite importance 
in -a study· of the Elizabethan public stage. Notice that 
in ,both sides of the Swan drawing the lowest gal.lery is 
considerably above the stage. If sight lines are not 
important,· why are these spectators placed in a position 
. . 
so that they may see over the heads of the groundling? 
Similarly, both the Fortune and the Hope call for the 
-gallery to be built 'at least twelve feet. off ground. Un-
-less the Swan drawing is totally inaccurate, and unless the 
: 1 
,, 
___________ qwn~rs_ of the F.ortun_e. and the Hope ·were content to-wast·e __ .__ ____ _ 
./' 
' . 
. ·large amounts of expensive materials, it seems t~ me im-
possib.le not to conclude that the reason for this elevation 
. . 
of the ~owest gallery is so that the spectators in these. ,· "'-·t•" • ... 
boxes could see. 
'II 
Furthermore, the sheer vanity of a.ctors 
and the spectacle that is a part of the typical Elizabethan 
. 
.·· ... "· 
·play must be taken into account ... 
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____ ...... 
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stage ef~ect. See Wickham, p .. 319.for more on this stage 
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and first published in 1598. The title page Qf t~is first 
publication reads in part, ''as it hath been sundrie times 
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• tP 
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29Chambers, III, 483, 1:i.sts Quarto oite, from which 
· -this stag~ direction is. taken,- as pub.lished in 1597 ·_and 
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reproduc_es the title page ~hich reads in par,,t: _ ''As it 
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, _ 71~ 
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' - . 
• •, ·- I "; ·q 
. .. . ..., 
-hatn._-been often· (with great appl~use) pla.id publicuely. -n~~-----
3<\tillicrm-Shakespeare, .Romeo and Juliet, Parallel 
. 
Texts of the First Two Quoatos, ed. P.A. Daniel, published.-
,_ 
for The New Shakes_peare S-ociety~ Ser. 2 no. 1 (Lo~don, 18 74), 
31George F. Reynolds, The Staging of Elizabethan Plays 
(London,· 1940), p. 135. 
32Reynolds, The Staging of Elizabethan Plays, p. 5. 
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34chambers, III, 421-422, lists this play as registered 
on August 14, 1590 and published _later that same year. The 
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-- ----r·--~··-·, . .i:,._. _____ _ 
-------- -~---.-·-·--~-----· ··- -··· -· -- ·-. 
· formance; it states, "as sundrie time's she'wed upon the 
-St·ages in the Citie _of London, By the right honorable the 
Lord Admyrall, P,ia seruants. '' 
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In volume two of his work, Chambers notes that Blackfriars. 
. ~-··~ l ,.. ·•\ 
(the only private theatre Shakespeare can be connected ·- · · · 
with) was cl9sed by the Privy Council in 1596. Since the 
,. 
• - • • • • • • ·-·· '••·~· ·----·--. .:--:-:-·77, ......... ~-~\,",_ c• --- •- --
:-~--------~--·~:~~~~_:·,·- theatre did ,not reopen until 1600, we · ca_n -be~ fairly sure 
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- that this is. a public theatre play. 
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2This is n~t to say that a ladder or steps would 
never be used in this case, for some ascents and descents 
seem to have taken place in sight of the audience, and 
I. 
ladders are·portrayed in·some pictures of booths. 
~. 3For a full discussion of scenes involving action 
''above'' see E. K. Chambers The Elizabethan Stage, III 
' (London, 1961), 91-98. Most of the instances he cites lack ( 
t·he authority that one might wish; for instance, th-e authority 
for. James IV is only~_fair (see cha~ter II,. Il. 26). ~ow-
ever, Romeo and Juliet II.ii in the/first quarto.has good 
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authority (see chapter II, n. 29), and it illustrates the 
' kind of sustained action that would be poorly staged in 
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4see Hodges p .. 176 again. Spectators in the balcony 
above the doors (curtained arche~) can see ,the interior of 
the booth. 
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Jo.seph Robert Little wa-s born---in----Ph-iladelphia on 
-
·~ "June 2, 1942. He was the bnly child of Robert and Bernice 
Little. He attended Lansdale Catholic High School and 
--·-----· ---- -------~ 
then entered LaSalle College. He ·graduated cum laude 
from LaSalle College in 1964 and entered Lehigh University 
later that same year. He is presently teacqing twelfth 
grade Er:iglish an;d coaching the Rifle Team at Quakertown 
Community Senior High School. 
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